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OUR GUARANTEE
You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.

All items are new, and all books are hardbound unless marked otherwise. Shipment is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days. Most items are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check.
Save up to 80% off cover prices on these subjects:

- Air Combat & Aircraft
- American Military History
- American Revolution
- British Military History
- Civil War
- Cold War
- European Warfare
- Fortresses & Castles
- General Military History
- History of Warfare

Current titles are marked with a ★.

2786400 ZINKY BOYS: Soviet Voices from the Afghanistan War. By Seytiana Alexievich. Presents the candid and affecting testimony of the officers and grunts, nurses and prostitutes, mothers, sons, and daughters who describe the Soviet war in Afghanistan, from 1979 to 1989, and its lasting effects on their lives. This volume offers a harrowing insight into the realities of war. 197 pages.

2935325 LEWES & EVESHAM 1284-65: Campaign 285. By Richard Brooks. The battles of Lewes and Evesham were the decisive encounters of Simon de Barons War. This study tells the full story of the only pitched battles to be fought by English armies in the mid-13th century, and a conflict that was to have a lasting impact on the way that England was ruled. Well illus. in color. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $4.95

2985994 WEAPONS & FIGHTING TECHNIQUES OF THE MEDIEVAL WARRIOR 1000-1500 AD. By Martin J. Dougherty. Step by step illustrations demonstrate combat skills, including how to fire a longbow, fight with a sword and buckler, attack with a lance, and defend with a pike, long sword combat, and many other fighting techniques and tactics of the Medieval era. 224 pages. Card. Color. Illustrations. 9½x12. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95

2986177 NAPOLEON'S CAMPAIGN IN POLAND, 1806-1807: From Stalemate to Victory. By Francis Loraine Petre. An essential Napoleonic War reference work. Petre examines the defeat of Prussia, the strengths and weaknesses of opponents, details the bloody battle of Eylau and describes Napoleon's crushing victory over the Russians at Friedland. 16 pages of illus. 354 pages. Frontline. Paperback. Pub. at $39.95 $7.95

2982248 TANKER PILOT: Lessons from the Cockpit. By Mark Hasara. A thrilling firsthand account of modern warfare from veteran air refueling expert Lt. Col. Mark Hasara. Experience what it is like to be an American hero as he flies in harm's way over Iraqi territory. He provides stories that encourage you to excel on the battlefield, in boardrooms, and in your everyday life. 16 pages of color photos. 304 pages. Hardcover. Pub. at $26.00 $9.95

5798655 THE LONGEST KILL: The Story of Maverick 41, One of the World's Greatest Snipers. By Craig Harrison. From the sniper who describes the defeat of Prussia, the strengths and weaknesses of opponents, details the bloody battle of Eylau and describes Napoleon's crushing victory over the Russians at Friedland. 16 pages of illus. 354 pages. Frontline. Paperback. Pub. at $39.95 $7.95

535052X THE M16A1 RIFLE: Operation and Preventative Maintenance. By the Department of the Army. First printed in 1969, this booklet is essential reading for those who wish to properly care for their M16A1 through commons. More than a simple manual and step by step guide, this unconventional yet important military document tries to appeal to soldiers with suggestive chapter titles such as How to Strip Your Baby, Sweet 16, and What to Do in a Jam. Fully illus. in color. 50 pages. Skyhorse. 4½x7. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

2866587 CAMDEN 1780: The American Continent's Greatest Army Campaign 292. By David Smith. Packaged with maps and full-color artwork, this comprehensive account provides a vivid portrayal of Britain's last great military triumph of the American Revolutionary War. Details the command strategies, tactics and battle experiences of the opposing forces through each crucial stage. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $24.00 $9.95

5666554 OUTNUMBERED, OUTGUNNED, UNDETERRED: Twenty Battles Against All Odds. By Rob Johnson. Throughout history men and women have fought, endured and sometimes emerged victorious though the odds were against them. Here are 57 examples of bravery on the battlefields, from the American Civil War to World War II. The true stories and narratives and battle plans. Illus. 208 pages. Thames & Hudson. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95 $7.95

3723704 PANTHER PROJECT, VOLUME 1: DriveTrain and Hull. By Lee Loyd. A detailed look at the interior of the hull, suspension elements, gun train and drive components, completed parts awaiting installation, and some about to undergo restoration. This book includes a reasonably complete history of this vehicle as we know of it to this date. Fully illus. in color. 88 pages. AFV Modeler. 8½x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $23.00 $17.95

2994974 THE TALIBAN DON'T WAVE. By Robert Semrau. Explosive and raw, this is a story about soldiers who live, fight and die in a moonscape of a country where it is always hard to tell friend from enemy. Here, Semrau takes the reader with him on a journey you may not be ready to look into the seedy hell that is the “Stan.” 462 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95

284186X THE MAN WHO SHOT THE MAN WHO SHOT LINCOLN: And 44 Other Forgotten Figures from History. By Graeme Donald. Reveals the stories of 45 bit-players of military history, among them, Lieutenant Kermit Tyler, who went for breakfast the morning of Pearl Harbor; Lieutenant James, Field Marshall Montgomery’s double, who fooled the Germans during Operation Copperhead, and many others. Photos. 307 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $34.95 $9.95

3692515 LOOSE CANONNS: 101 Myths, Mishaps, and Misadventures of Military History. By Graeme Donald. Was Hitler really a mono-testicular vegetarian obsessed by the occult? How effective was the CIA’s scheme to infiltrate the Kremlin using cats with listening devices? These and many more military misconceptions are explored in this entertaining expose of long-held myths. 260 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95 $4.95
American Military History

6774660 AMERICA'S WAR FOR THE GREATER MIDDLE EAST: A Military History. By Andrew J. Bacevich. Charting the dots in a way no other historian has done before, Bacevich weaves a compelling narrative out of episodes as varied as the Beirut bombings of 2003, the Mogadishu attack of 1993, the invasion of Iraq in 2003, and the rise of ISIS in the present decade. A braiding after action report from the front lines of history. 16 pages of photos, some color. 403 pages. Random. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95

687116x AMERICA'S WAR MACHINE: Vested Interests, Contested Control. By Michael S. McCarthy. Synthesizing a wide array of information, the authors persuasively argue that none of America's foreign interventions in the past fifty years has made us, or the world, any safer. They lay the foundation for the 120 Americans that have deceived the public and created a seemingly endless series of unnecessary conflicts. 288 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $26.99 $8.95


6972454 AMERICAN BATTLES & CAMPAIGNS. Ed. by M. Spilling & C. McNab. Includes a hundred maps and more than 600 entries describing every major American battle from the massacre of Fort Madow in 1622 to the battle of Takrouna, Libya in 2010. Major battles such as Second Bull Run (1862), and the Gulf War (1991), feature specially annotated 3D color battle maps. Illus. Most in color. 240 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

6966985 SECRET SERVICE DOGS: The Heroes Who Protect the President of the United States. By Maria Goodavage. The author scrutinizes the elite echelon of professional human-canine teams, popularly called presidential canines. She delivers a detailed account of the selection of dogs and handlers, their intense year-round training, and their international missions, cementing the bond between these skilled dogs and their handlers. Color photos. 308 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $26.08 $14.95

3707938 AIR WARRIORS: The Inside Story of the Making of a Navy Pilot. By Howard E. Roll. Based on the scenes account, Walter’s investigation into this singular culture of elite pilots provides an exhilarating narrative. Hurling through the air at death-defying speeds, the pilot struggles to maintain their composure while withstanding conditions that are designed to challenge them to the very limits of human endurance. 24 pages of photos. 420 pages. S.S. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 2956749 THE CROWDED HOUR: Theodore Roosevelt, the Rough Riders, and the Dawn of the American Century. By Clay Risen. A portrait of the men comprising the Rough Riders, an elite regiment of volunteer soldiers, and of the Spanish-American War itself. The author dives deep into the daily lives and struggles of the regiment, while providing new insight into Theodore Roosevelt’s life as he prepared for his ascent to the presidency. Photos. 368 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

5970121 EYEWITNESS TO THE ALAMO. By Bill Groneman. Features over 100 descriptions of the Battle of the Alamo by people who were witnesses to or have witnessed an event. These accounts are the basis for all of the histories, traditions, myths, and legends of this famous battle. Many are conflicting, some are highly suspect as to authenticity, but all are intriguing. 282 pages. Lone Star. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 2956749 THE MARCH: A Chicken and Egg Story of the Mexican-American War. By Peter Guardino. Offers a clear historical picture of the brief and bloody war that redefined the map of North America. Having regarded the U.S. as the aggressor, this book redefines the war, as undertaken by the scope of America’s expansionist ambitions, and their fierce resistance surprised U.S. political and military leaders. 502 pages. Harvard. Pub. at $39.95 2956749 *2793119 BROTHERS IN VALOR: Battlefield Stories of the 89 African Americans Awarded the Medal of Honor. By Robert F. Jefferson Jr. Paints a vivid portrait of African-American soldiers who carried the flag of freedom and how they reshaped the very definition of courage under fire during some of the most harrowing moments in United States military history. In turn, their courage and determination left an indelible mark on the American portrait. Photos. 232 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $26.95 2956749 THE MUSKET TO THE MACHINE: A History of the U.S. Navy Academy in Postcards, 1900–1930. By Randall W. Bannister. See the U.S. Naval Academy at Annapolis as it was between 1900 and 1930 in 476 period postcard views that show the campus and daily activities of the midshipmen. This unique uniformed guide will inspire you in training and sports activities, and new buildings of magnificent design. 192 pages. Schiffer. 111/4x8¼. Pub. at $39.99 2956749 6934752 FIGHTER ACES OF POSTWAR CAMPAIGNS. By R.F. Toliver & T.J. Constable. Jam-packed with the thrilling combat accounts of dozens of aces, plus complete biographies, evolution of aircraft, tactics, and armament as seen through the eyes of the 1,400 elite Americans who earned the coveted title. The volume spotlights stories of American aces, embarrassing-raising facts on enemy aces who fought Americans, and more. Well photos. 400 pages. Schiffer. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $39.95 2956749 6212258 IN THE SHADOWS: The Story of George Washington and the Victory at Yorktown. By Nathaniel Philbrick. Provides a new and provocative way of looking at the war that created the United States. Philbrick’s latest study is the capstone of that enterprise, focusing on the last year of war, and is the culmination of Philbrick’s entire 20-year career and the sea over the last twenty years. 32 pages of photos. 366 pages. Viking. Pub. at $30.00 2956749 6895487 THE WAR OF 1812: Writings from America's Second War of Independence. By Donald R. Hickey. On June 18, 1812, the United States formally declared war for the first time in a controversial decision that provoked a swelling of both support and opposition in the young republic. Packed with daily entries, newspaper articles, memoir excerpts, poems, and more, is a thorough account of America’s second war of independence. Includes ribbon bookmark. 982 pages. Library of America. Pub. at $40.00 2956749 6804527 HISTORY OF THE THIRD SEMINOLE WAR, 1849-1858. By Joe Knetch et al. The Seminole Wars of Florida were the longest, costliest, and deadliest of all the Indian Wars. Provided here is a thorough, detailed account of the actions and causes of the war, shaping the strategies that developed against the Seminole people and the American military personnel brought against them. Illus. 261 pages. Cassell. Pub. at $32.95 2956749 2816598 BEIRUT RULES: The Murder of Carlos Slain Chief and Hezbollah’s War Against America. By F. Burton & S.M. Katz. The gripping account of CIA Station Chief William Buckley’s abduction, torture, and murder at the hands of Hezbollah terrorists. Drawing on never before seen U.S. government documents, as well as interviews with Buckley’s former coworkers, friends, and family, the authors reveal how the pursuit to find Buckley ignited a war against terror, shaping the Middle East to this day. 330 pages of photos. 390 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $28.00 2956749 2919826 AMERICAN CIPHERER: Bowe Bergdahl and the U.S. Tragedy in Afghanistan. By M. Farwell & M. Ames. Taut in its pacing but sweeping in its scope, this narrative is a meticulous investigation of government dysfunction and political posturing, a blistering commentary on America’s presence in Afghanistan, and a heartbreakingly story of a naive young man who thought he could fix the world and wound up a tool of forces far beyond his understanding. Color photos. 386 pages. 2956749

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
illuminates a little-known and under-published aspect of the Hamilton in America’s battle for independence. New information that shatters the enduring mythology of a swift, clear-cut victory over Britain, taking over the American artillery at the age of 27, helped to win America’s independence like no other. We hear their stories and are given insights into their lives, showing how disputes over taxation, public debt, and inequality sparked the American Revolution. How General George Washington Won the War is the authoritative account of the American War of Independence. It was, as the author argues, based as much on economic concerns as political ones. Illus. 349 pages. Holt. Pub. at $30.00

625184 TRUE FOR THE CAUSE OF LIBERTY: The Second Spartan Regiment in the American Revolution. By Richard P. Gilbert. This study uses battlefield terrain analysis and the words of officers and common soldiers to bring to life the crucial role of one militia regiment—the Second Spartans of South Carolina—that fought in virtually every action of the vicious back country war that defined the standards during the revolution. Illus. 328 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $32.95

298512X THE FOUNDERS AT HOME: The Building of America, 1735-1817. By Myron M. Bloom. The American Revolution united men with sophisticated worldviews, and this reckoning of their successes draws from their own eloquent writings. Richly illustrated with maps and archival illustrations, this volume considers the houses the Founders built to reflect their vision. 472 pages. Norton.

681991 UNSHACKLING AMERICA: How the War of 1812 Truly Ended the American Revolution. By Willard Sterne Randall. Re-examines the half-century-long struggle and the Treaty of Paris of 1783, which halted over combat but achieved only partial political autonomy from Britain. Randall gives us a fresh look at the American Revolution that shatters the enduring mythology of a swift, clear-cut victory over Britain. Illus. 452 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99

65959X REVOLUTIONARY AMERICA: A Continental History, 1750-1804. By Alan Taylor. The American Revolution is often portrayed as a high-minded, orderly event whose capstone, the Constitution, provided the ideal framework for a democratic, prosperous nation. Alan Taylor, two-time winner of the Pulitzer Prize, looks at a different story in this magisterial history of the nation’s founding. Illus. 681 pages. Norton. Pub. at $37.50

670309X OPENSPIECE 1781: Campaign 283. By Ed & Catherine Gilbert. Using bird’s-eye-views, vivid illustrations and detailed maps, this deserves Daniel Defoe’s decisive stand at Hannah’s Cowpens, one of the finest tactical performances of the war, an encounter that dramatically changed the course of the American Revolution. 96 pages. Overry. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95


372988X THEY WERE GOOD SOLDIERS: The American Soldiers and Officers Serving in the Continental Army, 1775-1783. By John U. Rees. This account tells of the role of African Americans, most but free some and slaves, in the armies of the Continental Army. A quarter of a century served in southern regiments and the greatest number served alongside white soldiers in integrated units. We hear their stories and are given insights into their lives, before, during, and after the war. 260 pages. Helion & Company. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95


283083X THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION: A World War. By D.K. Allen & L.D. Ferreiro. This illustrated chronological history of the American Revolution incorporates all the information, including visual and textual, of the Smithsonian National Museum of American History exhibition of the same name, expounds the international dimensions of the Revolution and offers a unique perspective on the war that raged around the world. This incisive text underscores the fact that America’s fight for independence was one of the world’s first multinationals. 278 pages. Smithsonian. Pub. at $29.95
American Revolution

**289188 THE WAR BEFORE INDEPENDENCE, 1775-1776.** By Derek W. Beach. In this captivating and vividly colorful account of the struggle for independence, the author provides a detailed and nuanced examination of the events leading to the American Revolution. 352 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Pub. at $32.95. [Paperback. Pub. at $18.99]

**293323 BENEDICT ARNOLD’S ARMY: The 1775 American Invasion of Canada During the Revolutionary War.** By Arthur S. Lektowitz. Benedict Arnold, a brilliant combat officer and the country’s most famous traitor, led nearly 1,000 men through the savage Maine wilderness in 1775. His objective was the capture of the fortress city of Quebec, the capital of British-held Canada. The Arnold Expedition, one of the greatest adventure stories in American history, is 380 pages. Savas Beatie. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95. [**$6.95**]

**284957 REVOLUTIONARY: George Washington at War.** By Robert L. O’Connell. A compelling re-examination of General Washington as a revolutionary war leader. The author cuts through the enigma surrounding Washington to show how the general made all the difference and became a new archetype of leadership. This volume delivers a masterful character study of America’s founding leader, with lessons that resonate today. Maps & illus. 368 pages. Random. Pub. at $17.95. **[Paperback. Pub. at $11.99]**


**2957647 OUR SISTER REPUBLICS: The United States in an Age of American Revolutions.** By Caitlin Fitz. Photos. 354 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $29.95. [**PRICE CUT to $4.95**]

Civil War

**370561 MILITARY BALLOONING DURING THE EARLY CIVIL WAR.** By F. Stanbury Hayden. Engaging history of the first hot-air balloons used by both sides during the Civil War and the complicated maneuvers of the soldiers in the corps. Illus. 421 pages. Johns Hopkins. Paperback. Pub. at $33.00. [**$4.95**]

**3706675 SONS OF THE WHITE EAGLE IN THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR: Divided Poles in a Divided Nation.** By Mark F. Bietz. Tells the story of the Polish officers of the Civil War, who had lost their own country, but remained determined to fight for the new one, and for the ideals they had always upheld: freedom or independence, North or South. Illus. 296 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $32.95. [**$6.95**]

**2686738 MARCHING HOME: Union Veterans and Their Unending Civil War.** By Brian Matthew Johnson. Becoming one of the most Civil War histories ever, this groundbreaking reinterpretation of post-Civil War society reveals the desolate fate that awaited Union veterans after demobilization: a civilization determined to shield itself from the grisly realities of the battlefield, eager to put the war behind them. Liveright. Paperback. Pub. at $28.95. [**$4.95**]

**3703982 ULYSSES G. GRANT: A Victor, Not a Traitor.** By John H. Wittenburg & Craig L. Lott. An illuminating work proving that Grant’s casualty rates actually compared favorably with those of other Civil War generals. His shortcomings were due primarily to his political acumen place him among the greatest generals of the Civil War. Maps & photos. 452 pages. Regency. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99. [**$5.95**]

**693907 UNDER THE CRESCENT MOON with the XI CORPS in the CIVIL WAR.** By James S. Pula. The first comprehensive study of this misunderstood organization that served in the Army of the Potomac in 1862 and 1863. In this narrative the author recapitulates the weeks and months after emancipation when we see black and white soldiers testing the limits of freedom as political leaders negotiated their just rights to admission to the union. With analysis as powerful as its narrative, we are given a landmark history of the end of the Civil War. 576 pages. Norton. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95. [**$9.95**]

**281518 THE 20 MOST SIGNIFICANT EVENTS OF THE CIVIL WAR.** By Alan Axelrod. In this engaging and authoritative volume, Axelrod selects the events that most influenced the Civil War, and places them in order of significance. From Lincoln’s inauguration to Gettysburg, the moments that shaped the future of our nation are examined in 20 engaging and authoritative essays. Photos. 270 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99. [**$9.95**]

**2925117 LINCOLN’S SWORD LION: The Life and Times of Brigadier General Martin Davis Harding.** By James T. Huffstott. Providing more than a combat record, this biography of a remarkable young man who fought through 1865 as America. From his childhood in Illinois to surviving the Chicago Fire and his eventual obscurity, we see the progress of a century, and in this examination we see the underlying exploits of a true 19th century hero. 16 pages of photos. 343 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $32.95. [**$6.95**]

**5999693 IRON DAWN: The Monitor, the Merrimack, and the Civil War Sea Battle That Changed History.** By Richard Snow, 1862. In response to the Union constructing an ironclad warship, the Confederacy launched the ironclad Monitor, named the Merrimack, the North built the Monitor, a revolutionary iron warship. The Monitor fought the Merrimack in a blazing standoff, and saved the Union cause. As soon as word of the battle spread, Great Britain ceased construction of all wooden warships, opening the path to the naval future. Illus. 395 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $30.00. [**$6.95**]

**4580052 THE CAUSE OF ALL NATIONS: An International History of the American Civil War.** By Don H. Doyle. The Civil War was viewed abroad as part of a much larger struggle for democracy that spanned the Atlantic Ocean and had been part of the American and French Revolutions. The author reveals that foreign observers held widely divergent views on the war, some hoping that the collapse of the Union would strike a death blow against democratic movements on both sides of the Atlantic. Photos. 382 pages. Basic. Pub. at $29.99. [**$3.95**]

**3747668 AMERICAN FAMILY OF THE CIVIL WAR ERA: Paper Dolls in Full Color.** By Tom Tierney. Travel back in time to the turbulent era of the American Civil War with these activity paper dolls, which features nine dolls, depicting three generations of a family. Their wardrobe of 36 authentic costumes offers realistic views of the way people worked and played during the Civil War era. Dover. 8½ x 11. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99. [**$7.95**]

**2935287 DON’T HURRY ME DOWN TO HADES: Soldiers and Families in America’s Civil War.** By Susannah J. Ural. The acclaimed historian draws on diaries and letters of both the famous and the ordinary—the Lincoln’s in Washington to the slave families struggling to find their way to a future, free from bondage—to reveal new perspectives on the Civil War through the eyes of ordinary people, foot soldiers, slaves, women, prisoners of war, native Americans, and others. With anecdotes and firsthand testimony, it is a moving and intimate glimpse into the personal details of how people worked and played during the Civil War. Photos. 322 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. [**$3.95**]

**2870223 A PEOPLE’S HISTORY OF THE CIVIL WAR: Struggles for the Meaning of Freedom.** By David Williams. A vivid account of the history of the Civil War through the eyes of the ordinary people, foot soldiers, slaves, women, prisoners of war, native Americans, and others. With anecdotes and firsthand testimony, it is a moving and intimate glimpse into the personal details of how people worked and played during the Civil War. Photos. 322 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. [**$3.95**]

**2913390 CIVIL WAR BLUNDERERS.** By Clint Johnson. Union or Confederate, if one in command proved adept at making mistakes. Many leaders were drunkards, couldn’t speak English, or didn’t know a cannon’s breech from its muzzle. This volume collects some of those blunders and mistakes and traces the war according to its amusing, and often deadly, miscues. 328 pages. John F. Blair. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99. [**$9.95**]
See more titles at erhbc.com/804
See more titles at erhbc.com/804
Vietnam War

134 287865  CATTIKER 3-2: An Army Pilot Flying for the Marines in the Vietnam War. By Raymond C. Perry. Provides unique insights into the role of the tactical air controller, airborne (TAC) in I Corps as seen through the eyes of one of the pilots who flew low altitude, unarmed, single-seat aircraft in support of Marine ground units during the Vietnam War. 238 pages. Naval Institute. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95


DVD 694146X  VIETNAM: The Ten Thousand Day War. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.98


6979389  THE ANGEL OF DIEN BIEN PHU. By Genevieve Guard. 18 pages of photos. 185 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $23.95 $4.95


6792391  THE HUNTER KILLERS. By Dan Hampton. 16 pages of photos. 432 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.97 $7.95

8739234  IF I DIE IN A COMBAT ZONE. By Tim O'Brien. 223 pages. Fourth Estate. Pub. at $3.95 $2.95

6551858  IF I DIE IN A COMBAT ZONE: Box me Up and Ship Me Home. By Tim O'Brien. 223 pages. Broadway. Paperback. Pub. at $14.00 $5.95

★ DVD 2824752  VIETNAM AIR WAR. TMW Media Group. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $11.95


★ DVD 2947072  WAR BY & GOD. Widescreen. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $14.95 PRICE OUT to $9.95


6797059  VIETNAM WAR ARMY HELICOPTER NOSE ART. By John Brennan. 187 pages. Fonthill. 8½x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $34.95 $17.95

World War I & World War II

6919588  WWI: The War That Changed the World. Here is a comprehensive collection of insightful documentary programs covering all of WWI: The Dawn of War (11 episodes); The Fight for Freedom (10 episodes); War in the Pacific (24 episodes); Hitler: The Untold Story (13 episodes); and WWI Remembered (10 programs). Color and B&W. Over fifty-two hours on 11 DVDs. Sold Out

★ 2925532  THE TOMMIES’ MANUAL. 1916, Ed. by Hannah Holman. Combines the best of the amazing array of leaflets, books and manuals that were issued by the War Office during WWI to aid British soldiers. The Western Front. Well illus. 320 pages. Amberley. Paperback. Pub. at $16.04 $4.95

★ 2811243  FUBAR: Soldier Slang of World War II. By Gordon L. Rottman. From “Spam-bashers” to “passion wagons” to “Hell’s ladies,” the WWI fighting man was never short of words to describe the people and events in his life. By turns insulting, pessimistic, witty, and even defiant, the terms collected here capture the black humor of the men on the ground. Illus. 296 pages. Chartwell. Pub. at $12.99 $5.95

6790680  THE OTTOMAN ENDGAME: War, Revolution, and the Making of the Modern Middle East, 1908-1923. By Sean McMeekin. With great storytelling flair, McMeekin serves up an astonishing retelling of 20th-century history from the Ottoman Empire’s dissolution to the contemporary Middle East. 550 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $35.00 $7.95

2873753  SECRETS OF A GERMAN POW. Telling the Wartime Experience of Hauptmann Herbert Cleff. By Brian Brinkworth. Delivers the riveting story of Hauptmann Herbert Cleff, captured in Libya on November 6, 1942. Investigated both in the Western desert and the United Kingdom, Cleff revealed countless tantalizing and surprisingly detailed insights about German operations, emotive yet intriguing revelations that to this day cannot be verified. 16 pages of photos. 697 pages. $69.95

2831656  PEARL HARBOR CHRISTMAS: A World at War, December 1, 1941. By Stanley Weintraub. Follows Roosevelt, Churchill, the Allies, and the Axis through the deeply moving and inspiring story of what it was like to live through a holiday season few could ever forget. Photos. 216 pages. DVD. Pub. at $24.00 $4.95

6934960  THE TUNNEL. By Eric Williams. This fast-flowing and thrilling narrative follows the experiences of Peter Howard. It describes his being shot down, captured and interrogated, and his subsequent escape experience. The most complete study of the 1944-1945 campaign, to provide a full, unvarnished picture of the British Expeditionary Force at war. Photos. 348 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

★ 2994062  INDIAN MILITARY MOTORCYCLE MODEL 340: 1945-2000 From Care and Maintenance to WWII, Scout and Junior Scout models were drafted into service. This handbook for the Model 340/74 Military Motorcycle was adopted by the Army in October, 1941. This original Indian maintenance handbook is an exact copy of the 1940 edition. Illus. 26 pages. Paradise. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

6793252  BLITZKRIEG: From the Ground Up. By Niklas Zetterling. Using personal accounts to explore how a company commander deployed his tanks, how small scale tactics suggested improvements by the repair services and medical field hospitals. Zetterling focuses on the experience and actions of enlisted men and junior officers in the blitzkrieg operations. $19.95

6792619  THE LONGEST YEAR: America in World War II. By G.J. Meyer. A bracing, account of America’s epic defining involvement in the Great War, rich with fresh insights into the key issues, events, and personalities of the period. Atkinson’s acclaimed Liberation Trilogy about the war against the Nazi-Fascist Dictatorship. 408 pages. Imperial War Museum. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00 $4.95

6792597  THE WORLD REMADE: America in World War I. By G.J. Meyer. A bracing, account of America’s epic defining involvement in the Great War, rich with fresh insights into the key issues, events, and personalities of the period. An engrossing chronicle of America’s pivotal, still controversial involvement into World War I, encompassing the tumultuous politics that defined the era and forged the future. Illus. 651 pages. Bantam. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

6792602  THE WEIRDEST YEAR: America at War and at Home in 1944. By Victor Brookes. While D-Day, launched on June 6, 1944, is widely referred to as the longest day of World War II, Brookes argues in this fast-paced and thought-provoking book, that the “longest year” for Americans of that era, both in terms of casualties and in deciding the outcome of the war itself. Photos. 238 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

6987711  THE DELUGE: The Great War, America and the Remaking of the Global Order, 1916-1931. By Adam Tooze. Takes an entirely new perspective on WWI by widening the scope of inquiry and focusing on the world before and after the war. In the story of a conflict so violent and tumultuous it threatened to turn the proud national identities of the 19th century on their head—a war that would rally the emergence of the U.S. as the dominant force in the world today. $19.95
6827187 THE GREAT BREAK: The Greatest American WWII POW Escape Story Never Told. By Meredith Hindley. Casablanca had evolved from an exotic travel destination to a key military target after France’s surrender to Germany. Join thousands in looking to obtain visas and passage, Nazi agents and collaborators came into power and loyalty. But once in American hands, it became a crucial logistical hub in the fight against Germany. Photos. 541 pages. PublicAffairs. Pub. at $30.00 $9.95

293700X SURVIVORS: Battlefields Relics of WWII. By Simon & Jonathan Forty. Tells the stories of some of the massive military weapons left scattered across the European countryside after the Second World War. Some of these tanks were acquired by museums, some were used as battlefield memorials. This volume gives readers the history of these tanks, the battles that they encountered, and their present locations. Well illus., most in color. 224 pages. Chartwell. 11½x14¼. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

286056 INDIA’S WAR: World War II and the Making of Modern South Asia. By Srinath Raghavan. Brings us to the under-explored theater of WWII to vivid life and is the first major account of India during the war. Raghavan chronicles how the war forever transformed India, its economy, its politics, and its people, laying the groundwork for modern South Asia and the rise of India as a major power. 16 pages of photos. 554 pages. Basic. Pub. at $35.00 $11.95

581283 GERMAN ARTILLERY OF WORLD WAR TWO. By Ian V. Hogg. Contains details of the general organization of the German artillery arm, together with the development histories of the weapons and their ammunition. Includes comprehensive data tables and appendices, including a glossary of technical terms. The complete story of German artillery during WWII. Well illus. 304 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $34.95 $7.95

2902476 EUROPEAN RESISTANCE IN THE SECOND WORLD WAR. Ed. by P. Cooke & B.H. Shepherd. An authoritative and accessible survey, written by a group of the leading experts in the field, that provides a reliable and balanced account of the movement, its organization, and its importance in the Second World War. Some of these materials are difficult to find in many libraries. Well illus. 426 pages. St. Martin’s Press. Pub. at $19.95 $8.95

4897745 FIELDS OF BATTLE: Pearl Harbor, Battle of Britain, Iwo Jima. By Peter B. A. Hough. This series is designed to provide an excellent source of historical data for modelers and wargamers. An overview of these vehicles is provided here. Well illus. 416 pages. Aerospace. Pub. at $34.95 $4.95

DDV 5539963 PATTON 360: The Complete Season One. It was a war, and a series of military campaigns, like no other. And now the History Channel puts you in the action with General George S. Patton, Jr., as he leads his heroic soldiers in North Africa, in the invasion of Sicily, in Normandy, and in the crossing of the Elbe River. Nearly eight hours on 3 DVDs. A&E. Pub. at $34.95 $9.95

2783657 AN EXTRAORDINARY ITALIAN IMPRISONMENT: The Brutal Truth of Campi 21, 1942-1943. By Brian Lett. Superbly researched, this engrossing volume provides a unique and important insight into the experiences of the Italian military, who found themselves in a death camp. The author has interviewed many survivors of this extensive network. In the process he conducted many interviews and also documented the condition of post-1943 August 1 and September, exposing the shocking mistreatment by the prison staff. 16 pages of illus. 251 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $44.95 $6.95

3712796 ANATOMY OF MALICE: The Enigma of the War Criminals. By Joel E. Grimes. In his gripping and haunting narrative, a renowned psychiatrist sheds new light on the psychology of the war criminals at Nuremberg. Photos. 243 pages. Yale. Pub. at $22.00 $6.95

2925999 WITH THE KAISER’S ARMY IN 1914. By Sven Reddin. During his 1914 battle-front tour of the German armies fighting in Belgium and France, Hedin took the opportunity to inspect the trains and vehicles of the German forces. Photos. 57 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95 $5.95

2891044 SEA DOG BAMESE: World War II Canine Hero. By A. Whitson & A. Dr. This is the story of one of the Second World War’s most unusual animal heroes: a big St. Bernard who became global mascot for the Royal Navy. This volume is the complete story of the veteran of the Royal Navy’s Special Operations Forces. Readers are given a look at the men, uniforms, special equipment and insignia of America’s elite special forces (SOF). Units covered include the 82nd and 101st Airborne Divisions; Rangers; Paratroopers; Ranger battalions; “Merrill’s Marauders”; the Special Service Force; OSS teams, Naval CDUs; and mountain ski teams. Fully illus., some in color. 72 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

3738280 AMERICA’S COMMANDOS: U.S. Special Operations Forces of World War II. By Linda L. Leichtman. Readers are given a look at the men, uniforms, special equipment and insignia of America’s elite special forces (SOF). Units covered include the 82nd and 101st Airborne Divisions; Rangers; Paratroopers; Ranger battalions; “Merrill’s Marauders”; the Special Service Force; OSS teams, Naval CDUs; and mountain ski teams. Fully illus., some in color. 72 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

6439802 DESTINATION CASABLANCA: Exile, Espionage, and the Battle for Africa. By Meredith Hindley. Casablanca had evolved from an exotic travel destination to a key military target after France’s surrender to Germany. Join thousands in looking to obtain visas and passage, Nazi agents and collaborators came into power and loyalty. But once in American hands, it became a crucial logistical hub in the fight against Germany. Photos. 541 pages. PublicAffairs. Pub. at $30.00 $9.95

5967740 RUSSIA AT WAR 1941-1945: A History. By Alexander Werth. At a moment of history, a collection of essays on the history of the conflict. The war written in 1941 is Werth’s observations of the Soviet-German conflict, and in turn a modern classic that chronicles Russia’s struggles during history’s most incredible military conflict. 1100 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $22.95 $7.95

5980859 ESCAPE ACROSS THE PACIFIC. By Alexander Werth. At once a history of events, a collection of essays on the history of the conflict. The war written in 1941 is Werth’s observations of the Soviet-German conflict, and in turn a modern classic that chronicles Russia’s struggles during history’s most incredible military conflict. 1100 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $22.95 $7.95

One of the most successful innovations was the so-called “gas producer” vehicles that utilized the byproducts of solid fuel combustion. An overview of these vehicles is provided here. Well illus. 112 pages. Schiffer. 11½x14¼. Pub. at $29.99 $14.95

3052527 GREAT WOMEN OF THE SECOND WORLD WAR. By Victor A. Olson. When the Nazi Blitzkrieg rolled over continental Europe in the early days of WWII, London became a refuge for the government. Here is the story of three remarkable women, each who became global mascots for the Royal Norwegian Forces and a symbol of freedom who became global mascots for the Royal Norwegian Forces and a symbol of freedom. 16 pages of photos. 190 pages. Birlinn. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95

3727818 A STORM IN FLANDERS: The Ypres Salient, 1914-1918. By Winston Groom. Presents the prizing historian’s compelling history of the four-year battle for Ypres. The most notorious and dreaded place in all of WWI, it was said that you could smell the battlefield miles before you reached it—a fetid odor of death. Photos. 276 pages. Grove. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.00 $4.95

2830116 EVE OF A HUNDRED MIDNIGHTS: The Star-Crossed Love Story of Two WWII Correspondents and Their Escape Across the Pacific. By Bill Lascher. Mel and Annalene had worked in China as members of a tight-knit community of foreign correspondents with close ties to Chinese leaders. If captured by invading Japanese forces, they could be executed. The couple brings to life the couple’s thrilling odyssey, and captures their love affair with Asia and each other. Photos. 408 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

2849364 TUXEDO PARK: A Wall Street Tycoon and the Secret Palace of Science That Changed the Course of World War II. By Jennet Conant. In this revealing survey, Conant, the granddaughter of one of the leading scientific advisors of World War II, pierces through the archduke Franz Ferdinand in Sarajevo to the surrender of the Central Powers. And also documented the condition of post-1914 August 1 and September, exposing the shocking mistreatment by the prison staff. 16 pages of illus. 251 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $44.95 $6.95
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- **2880954 ROMANIAN ARMORED FORCES IN WORLD WAR II.** By Eduard M. Gil Martinez. This publication highlights the performance of the often forgotten Romanian Armored Forces during WWII, showing the reader the bravery and courage of the Romanian men, as well as the different changes that they had to make when Romania changed sides. This text serves as a reminder and representation of those of Romania, Illus., some color. 128 pages. Kagero. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. 


- **6893995 CROMWELL VS JAGDPANZER IV-NORMANDY 1944.** By David R. Higgins. This is the account of tanks pitted against each other by the men who operated them. Step on the battlefield and immerse yourself in the experience of real historic combat. Using archive photographs, specially commissioned artwork and battle reports, this study is an essential guide for all those interested in armored Kampfgruppen. Well illus., in color. 112 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95.

- **6827857 GERMAN ROCKETS OF WORLD WAR II.** By Hans-Peter Dieckmann. This is the first volume to present everything known about the German rocket systems developed by Walter and BMW, as well as several of the most interesting projects drawn up by Germany's aviation industry. A must have for rocket enthusiasts. Well illus., 152 pages. Schiffer. 8x11¼. Pub. at $49.95.

- **2962187 A DICTIONARY OF COASTAL COMMAND 1939-1945.** By Geoff Simpson. This well-illustrated volume tells the story of the gallantry, the achievements, the losses, the VCs, the airborne, and much more about RAF Coastal Command. 151 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.50.

- **8234668 A HISTORY OF THE MEDITERRANEAN AIR WAR 1940-1945.** By Christopher Shores et al. The fourth, comprehensive volume in this momentous series commences with the attacks on the Italian island fortress of Pantelleria, which led to the early days and shows that the Mediterranean campaigns are almost by air attack alone. The successive operations of Sicily, southern Italy, Sardinia, and Corsica are also covered in detail. Well illus. 696 pages. Grub Street. Pub. at $79.95.

- **1941770 THE HIDDEN PLACES OF WORLD WAR II.** By Jerome M. O'Connor. Tana readers are invited to enter the world of the Axis and how the key locations that formed the backbone of the war have changed. This is a gripping account of the explorations that changed history, 340 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $27.95.

- **299082X THE HISTORY OF THE PANZERWAFFE, VOLUME 1939-42.** By Christian W. Gudmundsen. This precise guide to the German combat vehicles at the forefront of the German onslaught in the early years of WWII. German tanks led the Blitzkrieg in 1940, plowed through the Afrika Korps in North Africa, and rolled over Soviet Russia in 1941. Includes combat reports and newly revealed source material from private and archival collections. Fully illus. 304 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $39.50.

- **6992721 CAPTURED: The Forgotten Men of Guay.** By Roger Mansell. The loss of Guay was not front page news. Its capture would complicate the situation in the Pacific Theater. In 1945, one of the most heart-breaking and inspiring of the entire war. The men endured horrific hardships, many of whom are chronicled in this resplendent book. 255 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $33.95.

- **2990695 CATALOGUE OF STANDARD ORDNANCE ITEMS, VOLUME 1: Tanks, Armored Cars, Motor Carriages, Trucks and Automotive Equipment.** Well illus. This definitive work on the varied roles of World War II tanks and combat vehicles is essential for both military and civilian enthusiasts. Includes combat reports and newly revealed source material from private and archival collections. Fully illus. 304 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $39.50.

- **3719073 LIVES RECLAIMED: A Study of Rescue and Resistance in Nazi Germany.** By Mark Roseman. This story of a remarkable group that risked everything reveals the truth behind the lies of the war. With words and photos from the final March, 1945 revised edition of the manual. 481 pages. Periscope Film. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95.

- **688214X ARMY GROUP SOUTH: THE Wehrmacht in Russia 1941-1945.** By Werner Haupt. Compiled from German and Russian documents, this book presents a comprehensive view of one of the largest theaters of WWII, including Kiev, the Crimea, the Sea of Azov, and Stalingrad. Photos & maps. 407 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $39.95.

- **287976X WORLD WAR II ILLUSTRATED ATLAS: Campaigns, Battles & Weapons from 1939 to 1945.** By D. Jordan & A. West. Divided into nine chapters, each examines different aspects of battle and combat with rare photos and documents. Beginning with the state of Europe in 1914-18 and ending with a graphic of the casualties of war, along with authoritative text describing the war's key events. An invaluable reference work for students. 256 pages. Amber. 8x11¼. Pub. at $29.95.

- **2990725 HANDBOOK ON GERMAN MILITARY FORCES: War Department, 15 March 1945.** Created during WWII by the War Department, this resource was intended to familiarize command staff with nearly every aspect of Hitler's war machine. It is the most comprehensive compendium of information about the German forces. It includes all the original text, diagrams and photos from the final March, 1945 revised version of the manual. 481 pages. Periscope Film. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95.

- **6719236 CODE GIRLS: The Untold Story of the American Code Breakers of WWII.** By Lisa Winton. This book focuses on the role of women in the U.S. Army and Navy as code breakers during WWII. While their brothers and husbands took up arms, these women moved to Washington and, under strict vows of secrecy, learned the meticulous work of breaking German and Japanese codes. Thanks to these women, the most highly secret operations of the 20th century were carried out, but written out of history, until now. Photos. 416 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $28.00.

- **6715974 THE SPLINTERED EMPIRES: The Eastern Front 1917-1918.** By Prit Buttar. Featuring a series of climatic events and the “successor wars” that raged long after the armistice of 1918. New states rose from the ashes of empire, and conflicts flared as former German territories fought for their independence. The tension between the former Great Powers and the new states would ultimately lead to the rise of Hitler and a new world war. 16 pages of photos. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00.
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**2968924 TANK DESTROYER: Achilles and M10, British Army Anti-Tank Units, Western Europe 1944-1945.** By Dennis Oliver. Covers the design and operational history of the M10 and Achilles in close detail, using rare archival photographs and meticulous researched color illustrations, as well as a detailed authoritative text. A section features available model kits, with a gallery of beautifully constructed and painted models in various scales. 64 pages. Pen & Sword. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

**881269 SHERMAN TANKS: U.S. Army, North-Western Europe, 1944-1945.** By Dennis Oliver. Introduces the tanks used by the U.S. Army throughout the campaign in Western Europe. These were the tanks that made up the bulk of the American armored forces that swept across occupied France and advanced into Hitler’s Germany. Also includes technical details as well as modifications introduced through production, and painted models in various scales. Fully illus., many in color. 64 pages. Pen & Sword. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

**286333 CROMWELL AND CENTAUR TANKS: TankCraft 9.** By Dennis Oliver. The Cromwell was one of the most successful of the cruiser tanks produced during WWII. Included in this volume are the detailed color and scheme information for over 20 tanks. Also histories of the regiments and battalions that operated the Cromwell and Centaur as well as technical analysis and a list of modifications. 64 pages. Pen & Sword. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $13.95

**592684 TIGER I AND TIGER II TANKS: TankCraft 13.** By Dennis Oliver. The author uses archives and extensively researched color illustrations to examine the Tiger tanks and units of the German Army and Waffen-SS of WWII. It explains the problems the 1st and 2nd campaigns of Germany’s armored and air attacks during the last days of the conflict. A section of this text displays available model kits and beautifully constructed and painted models. 64 pages. Pen & Sword 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

**2890995 DEATH RIDE OF THE PANZERS: German Armor and the Retreat in the West 1944-45.** By Dennis Oliver. From a renowned expert on WWII armor comes a comprehensive guide to German vehicles and crews in the latter days of the conflict. Using battle logs, officer memoirs, and archival research, Oliver presents an exhaustive and informative record of armored movements and makeup. Well illus., some color. 205 pages. Skyhorse. 11x18½. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

**6927998 HITLER’S SECRET WEAPONS: World War II Germany Series.** By David Porter. Explores the Nazi war machine to reveal the full extent of German secret weapons development. Broken down by weapon type, this edition examines every aspect of the weapons program. Includes maps, graphs, tables, and photos. 192 pages. Amber. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $22.95

**278262 RUSSIAN WEAPONS OF WORLD WAR II.** By Stephen Hart. Provides a detailed reference features every significant weapon deployed by Soviet forces during WWII, divided into chapters by type, tanks and armored fighting vehicles, artillery, small arms, aircraft, and naval weapons. With specifications of each weapon type, it’s a handy guide to the weapons of the Red Army. Well illus., many in color. 224 pages. Amber. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

**3727254 7TH ARMORED DIVISION AT VILLERS-BOCAGE, 13 JUNE 1944: Visual Battle Guide.** By David Porter. Provides a detailed, highly illustrated guide to key units of the 7th Armored Division that fought at Villers-Bocage in June 1944. It explores the structure and makeup of the Schwere SS-Panzer-Abteilung 101 and the Panzer Lehr Division. 192 pages. Amber. $7.95

**3735850 FIFTH GUARDS TANK TANK AT KURSK, 12 JULY 1943: Visual Battle Guide.** By David Porter. Provides a detailed, highly illustrated guide to key units from the Fifth Guards Tank Army that counter-attacked the II SS Panzer Corps at Prokhorovka on July 12, 1943. It explores the structure and make-up of a typical Soviet armored corps from brigade down to platoon level, and includes a gatefold which shows a Soviet tank brigade as it was in 1943. 192 pages. Amber. Pub. at $34.95 $27.95

**394801 ALLIED WEAPONS OF WORLD WAR II 1939-45.** By David Porter. Packed with more than 400 artworks, this exhaustively researched volume offers an in-depth study of the equipment and organization of Allied tanks during World War II. From the defense of Poland to the fall of Berlin, it traces the development and combat of these formidable war machines. 384 pages. Amber. Pub. at $34.95 $9.95

**3719154 SUDDEN COURAGE: Youth in France Confront the Germans, 1940-1945.** By Ronald C. Rostow. The author tells the remarkable story of the youngest members of the French army and their fight against the German occupiers and their collaborators. More than an inspirational account of youthful daring and determination, it is also a riveting account of what it means to come of age under the threat of rising authoritarianism. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 320 pages. Custom House. Pub. at $27.99 $23.95

**3717771 ANIMALS IN THE GREAT WAR.** By Stephen & Tanya Wyn. Fascinating looks at the uses of animals by all sides in the Great War and to what effect. The authors focus specifically on animals at the front and how efforts of other animals. Photos. 117 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $32.95 $24.95

**3690245 ARNHEM AND THE AFTERMATH: Civilian Victims in the Netherlands 1940-1945.** By Harry Kuper. The war’s impact on the Netherlands and its civilians is examined. It looks at how the war changed the lives of the civilians in those mournful years, against a backdrop of the airborne operations in the Netherlands, including both German and Allied forces. Photos. 268 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $32.95 $24.95

**6965849 HITLER’S ATROCITIES AGAINST ALLIED POWS: War Crimes of the Third Reich.** By Philip D. Chinnery. A chronicle of the tens of thousands of Allied prisoners of war who died at the hands of the Nazis and their Italian allies. Chinnery gives us a look at the war crimes committed in flagrant disregard of the terms of the Geneva Prisoner of War Convention of 1929. Well illus. 329 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $32.95 $27.95

**6856101 GERMAN HEAVY FIGHTING VEHICLES OF THE SECOND WORLD WAR: From Tiger to E-100.** By Kenneth W. Estes. Examines the tanks produced by the Germans, who placed a premium on technological quality and superiority over mass production, for which their industry remained rather unsuited. Estes explains in his Spähpanzer and assault guns developed and fielded by Germany during those war years. Well illus., many in color. 187 pages. Fonthill. Pub. at $28.95 $21.95

**670694X RUSSIAN TANKS OF WORLD WAR II: In Action – Technical Guide.** By Stephen Hart. Charts the development of Soviet tank technology from the 1930s until the end of WWII, with chapters on light tanks, 1930s-early 1940s. Includes a detailed, illustrated look at the SU-76M self-propelled Flak halftracks based on the SdKfz 10 one ton vehicle. Except for armor and weapon fitted to the AA gun, these vehicles were unarmed. 80 pages. MMP Books. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00 $17.95

**2901238 SD.KFZ. 10/4 & 10/5 SELBSTFAHRLAFETTE: Camera On 8.** By Alan Ranger. A profusely illustrated photo album detailing the SdKfz. 10/4 & 10/5 Selbstfahrlafette, self-propelled Flak halftracks based on the SdKfz 10 one ton vehicle. Except for armor and weapon fitted to the AA gun, these vehicles were unarmed. 80 pages. MMP Books. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00 $17.95

**3745228 WORLD WAR II PLANS UNREVEALED.** By Michael Kerrigan. A highly illustrated guide to the top secret, and often outrageous, planned operations of World War II. Including Operation Sealion, Operation Foxley, Plan W: Operation Unthinkable, and more. 192 pages. Amber. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

**6797075 WORLD WAR II ABANDONED PLACES.** By Michael Kerrigan. Featuring impregnable bunkers, crashed aircraft, shipwrecked submarines, secret underground factories, this collection of stunning full-page photographs illuminates more than 120 locations from Greenland to the South Pacific. The result is a magnificent and unique window into the history of mankind’s greatest conflict. 224 pages. MMP. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00 $17.95

**2957175 THE GREAT ESCAPE FROM STALAG LUF III.** By Jens Muller. In his memoir, Muller tells how he was shot down by the Luftwaffe over the English Channel in June 1942. Muller remained rather unsuited. Estes explains in his Spähpanzer and assault guns developed and fielded by Germany during those war years. Well illus., many in color. 187 pages. Fonthill. Pub. at $28.95 $21.95

**2789760 SONS OF FREEDOM: The Forgotten American Soldiers Who Defeated Germany in World War I.** By Geoffrey Wawro. As Wawro, a prize-winning historian, shows in this magisterial account, the Americans who were on the verge of collapse in 1918, and may well have lost the war without the Doughboys. British commander Haig judged the Allied victory a “miracle” – but it was a distinctly American miracle. Maps & photos. 596 pages. Basic. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95
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Propaganda and magazine articles, and vintage photography

American tanks led to some of the worst setbacks of the war. WWII. Outclassed by their German opponents, the inferiority of

Sr. DeJohn exposes the never-before-told Sherman tank scandal of 80 pages. PeKo. 11¾x8½. Pub. at $41.95

* 2804003 PANZERKAMPFWAGEN TIGER AUSF.B: Construction and Development. By Alexander Volgin. This volume studies the background and development of the heavy tank Tiger Ausf. B, its production industry and constructional features, as well as evaluation of the captured vehicles by the Red Army during field tests. Well illus. 254 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $45.00

$3.95

10x12¼. Pub. at $60.00

The ANTI-TANK RIFLE: Weapon 60. By Steven J. Zaloga. Drawing upon a range of sources, this fascinating story of the anti-tank rifle, the infantryman’s anti-armor weapon during World War I and World War II. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00

$4.95

* 2973635 SU-76 ASSAULT GUN: New Vanguard 270.

A fantastic combat report from the front lines, this is the complete story of the StuG. Over 200 photos. 272 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $39.95

$32.95

$9.95

* 2483464 STALAG LUFT I: The POW Camp for Air Force Personnel 1940-1945. This account explores all aspects of the camp, from its administration, to the supply of the food and conditions prisoners endured. The author investigates the subject of escapes, as well as the roles played by POWs. It provides the reader with an accurate insight into the story of one of the longest running German POW camps in WWII. 16 pages of photos. 238 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $44.95

$32.95

$8.95

* 2881241 SECRET WARTIME BRITAIN: Hidden Places That Helped Win the War. By Guy Cuthbertson. Presents a fascinating collection of locations, many of which still exist today, that were requisitioned across Britain to support the war effort. They include underground factories, storage sites and headquarters, spy and communication centres; interrogation and POW camps, dummy factories and airfields; and even royal estates and invasion. Well illus. 247 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $42.00

$32.95

$9.95

* 2978407 CHURCHILL'S ABANDONED TANK: The British Sate 26: Decieved in the Russian Civil War. By Rupert Wieloch. Following the Bolshevik Revolution in 1917, and during the organized expansion of the Red Army from 1918 to 1919, fifteen British soldiers were taken prisoners. Here Wieloch reveals how they became pawns in the conflict between the Prime Minister, David Lloyd George, and the War Secretary, Winston Churchill, over Anglo-Russian policy. 258 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $32.95

$24.95

$15.95

* 2746571 WINDS, WAVES & WARRIORS: Battling the Surf at Normandy, Tarawa, Inchon. By Thomas Holman. This riveting story recounts how Jean-Louis

This is the fascinating story of the anti-tank rifle, the infantryman’s anti-armor weapon during World War I and World War II. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00

$11.95

* 6951368 OPERATION CROSSBOW: 1944: Air Campaign. By Steven J. Zaloga. In mid-1943, Allied intelligence began to detect unusual German construction on the Channel coast. Huge concrete “Heavy Crossbow” sites housed missiles aimed at the British capital. Both the RAF and RAF-SAF deployed fighter-bombers and medium bombers to attack these sites, and prevent the destruction of London, as outlined here. Photos & maps. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00

$14.95

* 2822389 TIGER TANK: Great World War II Weapons. By Roger Ford. Traces the Tiger’s history and explains the strategic requirements that created it, the technology that made it, to the battles that tested it. This account analyzes the tactical doctrines that determined how it was used, and how successful these were in different campaigns.

Specifications tables providing manufacturing details are given. Fully illus, some in color. 96 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $19.00

$13.95

* 2975851 FROM LENINS NAVY TO NAVY: The Life and Times of Kam Nevronik. Provides an expert analysis of this lesser-known battle, telling the story from the perspective of both sides, and is profusely illustrated with never before seen photographs. 80 pages. PeKo. 11¾x8½. Pub at $41.95

$31.95

* 6951241 FOR WANT OF A GUN: The Sherman Tank Scandal of WWI. By Christian M. DeJohn, photos by R. Coldwell, Sr. DeJohn exposes the never before revealed Sheringham Affair of WWI. Outflanked by their German opponents, the inferiority of American tanks led to some of the worst setbacks of the war. Included are striking images of the Sherman tank’s primary adversaries along with equipment, documents of the time, propaganda and maps which vividly detail the events and actions, showing the effects of their poor construction. 324 pages. Schiffer. 9¼x12¼. Pub at $84.99

$59.95

*$2950606 SO CLOSE TO FREEDOM: A World War II Story of Peril and Betrayal in the Pyrenees. By Jean-Luc E. Cartron. Told through a combination of personal accounts and the eyewitness report of the keen-eyed Louis Baizeque (Charbonnier) tried to guide a large group of fugitives, most of them downed Allied airmen, along with a French priest, two children and a group of Greek Jewish refugees, to freedom across the Pyrenees. In this gripping narrative, Cartron reveals the account of what happened, and how and by whom they were betrayed. 16 pages of photos. 200 pages. Potomac Books. Pub at $29.95

$24.95

*$733549 SHRECKGESCHUTZ: Panzer, Panzergrenzer, StuG-3 and StuG-4, 1943-45. By Colm Anderson. The author explains the development of the StuG and its tactical deployment, and the shifting operational parameters that led to the perfect infantry support weapon to a formidable tank destroyer. Replete with fascinating combat reports from the front lines, this is the complete story of the StuG. Over 200 photos. 272 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $45.00

$32.95

$9.95

$15.95


$14.95


$19.95

* 5971438 THE NEUTRON’S LONG SHADOW: Legacies of Nuclear Explosives Production in the Manhattan Project. By Martin Miller. 288 pages. Schiffer. 12½x9½. Pub. at $37.95

$19.95

* 2814709 HOW THE WAR WAS WON. By Rupert Wieloch. 256 pages. Andre Deutsch. Pub. at $34.95

$21.95


$17.95

$19.95

* 2875772 HOTCHKISS H35 & H39: THROUGH A PHOTOGRAPHIC EYE. Camera On 7, by Alan Ranger. 16 pages of photos. 292 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $25.00

$17.95

$19.95

* 6954957 GERMAN ASSAULT GUNS ON THE EASTERN FRONT. By Hans Wijers. 155 pages. Stackpole. 8x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.95

$18.95


$8.95

$14.95
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3716694 BLITZKRIEG NO LONGER: The German Wehrmacht in Battle, 1943. By Walter M. Micham. Offers a gripping glimpse inside the Third Reich’s war machine during the pivotal year of 1943. The war would drag on for two more brutal years, but the end was near. No longer could the Germans mount their feared blitzkrieg, no longer could they win the war. Mitcham chronicles this turning point with insight and drama. 32 pages. Photos. 11 × 8 1/2.

3879836 THE HUNT FOR HITLER’S WORKSHOP: The story of a gripping account of the epic hunt for Hitler’s most terrifying battlefield—the legendary Tilly—and the brave men who risked their lives to attend and destroy this most potent symbol of the Nazi war machine. Photos. 426 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $27.95. $4.95.

2825793 THE THIRD REICH: A History of Nazi Germany. By Thomas Chisholm. Based on German documents and accounts of the time, this is a fresh, up-to-date and dramatic history of how Adolf Hitler and a core group of Nazis rose to power and plunged the world into the most horrific war ever fought, perpetrating the genocidal Holocaust while sacrificing the lives of millions of ordinary Germans. 16 pages of photos. $65.00. $9.95.

2899778 THE DEATH OF HITLER: The Final Word. By J-C. Briard & L. Parshina. Hitler committed suicide in his bunker as the Red Army closed in on Berlin. But the truth about the Russian secret services found out the hidden truth far earlier than we thought. When the war was over, Stalin declared that Hitler was still alive. The rumors that spread like wildfire have not been put to rest—until now. Photos. 329 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $22.99. $7.95.


3930420 GESTAPO: The Story Behind the Nazis’ Machine of Terror. By Claus Mohr. Chronicles the history of the organization, from its origins to the brutal and horrific offenses that it perpetrated on hundreds of thousands of people, to its eventual dissolution. A compelling tale of political intrigue and propaganda in the hands of the wrong people working to a perverted agenda. Photos. 166 pages. Arcinus. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95. $3.95.

3710130 HITLER’S COMMANDO: The Daring Missions of Otto Skorzeny and the Nazi Special Forces. A fascinating depiction of one of the most amazing figures of the Second World War. 205 pages. Viking. Pub. at $19.95. $4.95.

2972611 BLITZKRIEG: Myth, Reality, and Hitler’s Lightning War—France 1940. By Lloyd Clark. This comprehensive analysis of the stunning victory of Nazi Germany and the fall of France in the spring of 1940 remains the key source of historical data for the first battle of the war. 225 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $16.99. $4.95.

3771186 THE DEVILS’ ALLIANCE: Hitler’s Pact with Stalin, 1939-1941. By Roger Moorhouse. Combining comprehensive research with a gripping narrative, this volume is the authoritative history of the secret Nazi-Soviet Pact—and a portrait of the people whose lives were irreversibly altered by Hitler and Stalin’s nefarious collaboration. Book Club Edition. 16 pages of photos. 382 pages. Basic. Orig. Pub. at $29.95. $5.95.


6065899 THE PAPERBACK: Volume 1: Origins and Evolution 1939-42. By Thomas Anderson. Covers the many variants of Panzerjäger used during the ascendancy of the Wehrmacht, weighing up their strengths and weaknesses. Anderson also uses after-action reports and photographs to show how tactics were conceived and refined to allow their most effective use. Well illus. 304 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $45.00. $29.95.

2872846 HITLER, By A.N. Wilson. In this account of Adolf Hitler’s life, A.N. Wilson pulls back the curtain to reveal the man behind the myth, shining a piercing light on one of the most reviled figures in history. Wholly new and some otherwiedevilly—makes him truly terrifying, 215 pages. Basic. Pub. at $24.99. $9.55.

297066X LUFTWAFFE OVER AMERICA: The Secret Plans to Bomb the United States in World War II. By Manfred Griehl. Examines the Nazi German plans to raid and bomb New York and the eastern seaboard in the event of a successful invasion of the Soviet Union. This volume is a valuable insight into how Germany developed new weapons and a fascinating look at what might have been. 356 pages of photos. 262 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $6.95.

2867347 THE SS DIRLWANGERN BRIGADE: The History of the Black Hunters. By Christian Ingrao. An in-depth look at one of the most barbarous brigades in WWII history. The Dirlewanger Brigade was an anti-semitic, racist reporting direct to Heinrich Himmler, whose first members were mostly poachers, released from prisons, and concentration camps for their “skills,” 262 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $6.95.


2627818 AN IRON WIND: Europe Under Hitler’s Shadow. In the days before the war, the world had already been brought into the Second World War. This book will leave readers with a powerful understanding of the role of the Swastika in modern life, 356 pages. Basic. Pub. at $29.99. $9.55.


2993870 HITLER’S LAST DAY: The Final Hours of a Reich Held Together by Fear. This book’s examination of the Swastika—a symbol that has been staples in the history of the modern world and reemerged in recent years, will leave readers with a powerful understanding of the role of the Swastika in modern life, 356 pages. Basic. Pub. at $29.99. $9.55.

186242X BERLIN 1936: Sixteen Days in August. By Oliver Hilmes. Takes the reader through the sixteen days of the 1936 Olympic Games in Berlin. Discussing events in the German capital through the eyes of a select cast of characters: Nazis and foreign diplomats, sportswriters and journalists, writers and socialites, nightclubs owners and jazz musicians. A last glimpse of the vibrant city that the Nazis aimed to destroy. Photos. 312 pages. Other Press. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

2810638 A NAZI INTERIOR: Quising’s Hidden Philosophy. By Else Margarite Barth. Vidkun Quising, who after WW II was executed as a traitor to his country (Norway), offers the closest opportunity to reach the deepest layers of a Nazi mindset, for he was also a closet philosopher. This work is constructed around 28 basic themes central to Quising’s thought and many of the conclusions will come as a surprise. 208 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $9.95 $6.95

★ 6858244 NAZI MILLIONAIRES: The Allied Search for Hidden SS Gold. By K.A. Allford & T.P. Savas. During the final days of WW II, German SS officers took stolen gold, currency, and jewels, and hydroplaned for the mountains of Austria. Deals with the complex Allied investigation into their activities, and what happened to the vast sums of wealth they hid in the Alps. Allied diplomats, soldiers and civilians, who were indoctrinated into the Jung Madel and the Jung Frau, who the Nazis sold to the Third Reich for a profit of $125,000. Illus. 252 pages. Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $7.95

DVD 2834219 DEFYING THE NAZIS: The Sharps’ War. Widescreen. Tells the never before told story of Wallis and Martha Sharp, an American minister and his wife from Wyoming, who were instrumental in saving the lives of thousands of Jews in the Warsaw Ghetto. Media coverage of the daily activities of the Sharps and the people under their care of their parish and boldly committed to a life-threatening mission in Europe. Over two dangerous years they helped save thousands of refugees fleeing the Nazi Occupation. Directed by Ken Burns. English Subtitles. 80 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $14.95 $8.95

★ 570524X GREY WOLF: The Escape of Adolf Hitler. By S. Dunstan & G. Williams. The authors reconstruct the dramatic and remarkably plausible plot that offers evidence that Hitler did not commit suicide on April 30, 1945. Uses meticulous research, including astonishing evidence and compelling testimony, they present their theory that he escaped to Argentina, where he lived a comfortable life until 1962. 352 pages. Illus. 252 pages. Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $7.95

★ 280056X KILLING THE SS: The Hunt for the Worst War Criminals in History. By Bill O’Reilly & M. Dugard. The epic saga of the espionage waged by self styled “Nazi hunters” who tracked down the SS to bring them to justice, which one of them actually did. The result is a fascinating and absorbing account of the hunt for the worst criminals of the Third Reich. Includes the Long Knives, eliminated between 300 and 1,000 victims. Illus. 16 pages of photos. 393 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

★ 3723346 THE ASSASSINATION OF REINHARD HEYDRICH. By Callum MacDonald. Heydrich’s death on June 4, 1942 caused shock-waves throughout the Nazi leadership and provoked the creation of the Gestapo. Heydrich was the most powerful of the SS leaders. This pivotal year as never before. It was the year that doomed Nazi Germany to defeat. As the author powerfully demonstrated, 1941 was also the year that saved our world. 16 pages of photos. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

2922800 THE NAZI HUNTERS. By Andrew Nagrafski. After the Nuremberg trials and the start of the Cold War, the victors in WWII lost interest in prosecuting Nazi war criminals. This volume focuses on a small band of men and women who refused to allow their crimes to be forgotten and who were determined to track them down to the furthest corners of the earth. 157 pages. NYRB. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

★ 285015X HITLER’S EXECUTIONER. By Helmut Drnau. As well as serving as the State Secretary of the Reich Ministry of Justice, Roland Freisler was the notorious president of the “People’s Court,” a man directly responsible for more than 2,201 death sentences. In this in-depth examination, Orner investigates the development and judgments of the Nazi tribunal, and the career of Freisler. Photos. 218 pages. Viking. Pub. at $32.95 $24.95

★ 2881152 NIGHT OF THE LONG KNIVES: History of a Massacre. By Phil Carradice. In the summer of 1934, Hitler planned and conducted the most ruthless purge of his 13 year period as leader of the National Socialists. Carradice reveals in this shocking volume, that the victims were not political opponents, but friends, colleagues and fellow fascists who actively opposed Hitler’s Third Reich. It tells the brutal story of the Long Knives, eliminated between 300 and 1,000 victims. Illus. 128 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

★ 373000X PRELUDE TO STALINGRAD: The Red Army’s Attempt to Deral the German Drive to the Caucasus in World War II. By Tim Heath. Concentrating on the fighting in the northern sector of the Case Blue offensive in the summer of 1942, near the city of Voronezh. Using German documents, he reclassifies, for the first time, the Soviet sources, Svidovik zooms in on the nine days of seesaw fighting that threatened to derail the German offensive north of Stalingrad. Photos. 420 pages. Stackpole. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.95 $17.95
[288119] PANZERS ON THE VISTULA: Retreat and Rout in East Prussia 1945. By Hans Schaffner. An account of the harrowing experience of the last days of combat on the ground of tank battles and street fighting as it was described by a graphic description of the latter, a perilous voyage undertaken with a few companions in a desperate attempt to avoid captivity in the Soviet Union. 16 pages of photos. 139 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95

[289126] ALLGEMEINE-SS: The Commandos, Units and Leaders of the General SS. By Martin Verge. An history of the development, components, and functions of the various units of the SS, along with career biographical data for more than 300 of its senior commanders. Illus. 251 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $49.95 $24.95

[288167] COUNTDOWN TO D-DAY: The German Perspective. By Peter Margaritis. A vivid day by day account of the senior German commanders in Occupied France as they try to plan the final defense of Europe. If the Germans knew the Allies were going to invade, why were defenses in Normandy so unevenly prepared on June 6, 1944? Margaritis attempts to answer this question in this comprehensive study. 16 pages of photos & maps. 607 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $34.95 $26.95

[285279] GERMAN NAVAL GUNS, 1939-1945. By Miroslaw Skwiri. A comprehensive encyclopedia that covers every German artillery piece mounted aboard during the Second World War, from the huge 15-inch (38cm) guns carried only by story of U-7’s ten guns to the 20mm guns used by almost every warship. A thorough and complete reference for model-makers, enthusiasts, and naval historians. Fully Illus. 390 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $32.95 $29.95

[663100] EASTERN FRONT SNIPER: The Life of Matthaus Hetzenauer. By Roland Kaltenegger. One of only a handful of the Axis’s snipers who earned recognition for his extraordinary total of more than 300 confirmed kills and was awarded the Knight’s Cross of the Iron Cross in April of 1945. Kaltenegger covers his life from his mountain upbringing through his military career and Soviet captivity and finally returning to his family farm in Austria. Well Illus. 149 pages. Greenhill. Pub. at $32.95 $19.95

[295232] HETZENAUER, Matthaus (ed.): The Eastern Front Sniper. By E. Grosch. An absorbing account of the life-style and experiences of the Eastern Front sniper Matthaus Hetzenauer with the German Army in World War II. He was an expert marksman with a special talent for survival and for hiding deep inside Allied lines. His description of his childhood, adopted by a wealthy nobleman and his education are interesting. The account of his military career and his encounters with various Allied soldiers are fascinating. Illus. 119 pages. Avon. Pub. at $19.95

[682226] THE VOLKSWAGEN TYPE 2 IN WORLD WAR II. By Zdenek Pekelmann. The famous VW vehicle, the German equivalent of the American Jeep, is presented here in a superb collection of vintage photographs, and detailed drawings, covering its design, production, and modern guidebooks, and technical manuals. Includes the many variants that saw action, with extensive coverage of its use in North Africa. 192 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $45.00 $22.95
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6786941 NAGASAKI: Life After Nuclear War. By Susan Southard. Presents the dramatic eyewitness accounts of five survivors, all of whom were teenagers at the time of the bombing. From 1945 to Nagasaki today, Southard follows these and other survivors as they navigate an uncertain future with punishing injuries, radiation-related illnesses, and the threat of genetic disorders. Photos. 389 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $9.95

3728943 PANZER GUNNER: From My Native Canada to the German Ostfront and Back. By Recal Haberlen. Provides a full account of his family background, and how, through these unusual circumstances, he found himself a Canadian born German soldier fighting in the Eastern Front. A detailed account of Friesen’s training, and his subsequent service with the 25th Panzer Regiment, part of the 7th Panzer Division. Photos. 220 pages. Helion & Company. Paperback. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

3717550 A SOLDIER OF THEreich: An Autobiography. By Gunter Horst Beetz. Documenting one man’s life in Nazi Germany, this fascinating memoir examines what it was like to live in an atmosphere of fascism, exploring the consequences it had on Gunter Horst Beetz’s life, including what this meant for his relationships with his family, his work, and his health. 32 pages and photos. Rut. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00 $17.95

2952947 WITNESS TO THE STORM: A Jewish Journey from Berlin to the 82nd Airborne, 1920-1945. By Werner T. Abraham. The author tells the spare but powerful story of his life, including his escape from Germany, his new life in the United States, and his experiences in World War II. A testament to the power of perseverance and to the courage of one man’s struggle to rescue the country that had betrayed him. Illus. 346 pages. INIUP. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00 $17.95


2931133 LEFT FOR DEAD AT NIJMEGEN: The True Story of an American Soldier Left for Dead in World War II. By Marcus A. Nannini. When Gene Metcalfe was dropped outside of Nijmegen in 1942 as part of Operation Market Garden, he was wounded and captured by the Germans. He later escaped but was found by a buddy, who killed himself by an exploding shell, he was left for dead, and when he regained consciousness, he was a German prisoner. It was only the beginning of what would turn out to be a harrowing eight month ordeal. Photos. 233 pages. Greenhill. Paperback. Pub. at $32.95 $24.95

6977387 THE CUT OUT GIRL: A Story of War and Family, Lost and Found. By Bart van Es. The extraordinary true story of a young Jewish girl in the Netherlands under Nazi occupation who finds refuge in the homes of an underground network of foster families, one of whom becomes ‘her mother’. A gripping tale of bravery and survival on December 7, 1941, his harrowing recovery, and his inspiring determination to return to the fight. Photos. 317 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperback. Pub. at $25.95 $19.95

2958282 GREAT ESCAPES OF THE FIRST WORLD WAR. By Rachel Billot. This account presents the dashing true stories of four men who were behind enemy lines during the First World War. These first hand accounts, written by the soldiers, are remarkable stories of determination, tenacity and extraordinary courage. Photos. 208 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Pub. at $39.95 $26.95

2914958 ALL THE GALLANT MEN: An American Sailor’s Firsthand Account of Pearl Harbor. By Donald Stratton with K. C. Gire. LARGE PRINT EDITION. In this extraordinary, never before told eyewitness account of the Pearl Harbor attack, veteran Donald Stratton shares his unforgettable personal tale of bravery and survival on December 7, 1941, his harrowing recovery, and his inspiring determination to return to the fight. Photos. 317 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperback. Pub. at $25.95 $19.95

6983251 ALL THE GALLANT MEN: An American Sailor’s Firsthand Account of Pearl Harbor. By Donald Stratton with K. C. Gire. In this extraordinary, never before told eyewitness account of the Pearl Harbor attack, the only memoir ever written by a survivor of the attack, Stratton shares his unforgettable personal tale of bravery and survival on December 7, 1941, his harrowing recovery, and his inspiring determination to return to the fight. 16 pages of photos. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $39.95 $26.95

6787177 ALL THE GALLANT MEN: An American Sailor’s Firsthand Account of Pearl Harbor. By Donald Stratton with K. C. Gire. In this extraordinary, never before told eyewitness account of the Pearl Harbor attack, the only memoir ever written by a survivor of the attack, Stratton shares his unforgettable personal tale of bravery and survival on December 7, 1941, his harrowing recovery, and his inspiring determination to return to the fight. Photos. 317 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperback. Pub. at $25.95 $19.95

6980767 BEHIND NAZI LINES: My Father’s Heroic Quest to Save 149 World War II POWs. By A. Hodges, George. 16 pages of photos. 351 pages. Caliber. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $9.95

6990568 SURVIVAL ON THE DEATH RAILWAY AND NAGASAKI. By Jim Briggswig. This is the remarkable and true story of Jim Boden. After surviving the horrors of the death railway, he was then moved to work in a prison camp inside Nagasaki. He survived the nuclear bomb blast at Nagasaki and describes the aftermath in detail. 147 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Pub. at $34.95 $21.95

296872X COVER NAME: Dr. Rantauz. By Nikolaus Ritter. This gripping personal account of espionage during the Second World War is one of the few of this kind of memoirs written by an ex-Abwehr officer. This captivating story by an espionage agent reveals an insider’s glimpse into a spy’s dangerous life, and of a handler’s expansive and diverse agent network. Illus. 243 pages. UPKY. Paperback. Pub. at $45.00 $34.95

2951133 THE CURSE OF THE BLOODSTONE. By Robert B. Sloan. The story of a son’s quest for the truth behind his father’s disappearance and the mysterious curse that led him to the secret societies of the Knights Templar. Photos. 372 pages. Pen & Sword. Hardcover. Pub. at $39.95 $34.95

2968820THE FORGOTTEN CHILDREN OF WORLD WAR II. By Svetlana Alexievich. This account is Alexievich’s collection of the memories of those who were children during World War II. They had sometimes been soldiers as well as witnesses, and their generation grew up with the trauma of the war deeply imbedded in a trauma that would change the course of the Russian nation. This work gives a portrait of the human side of war. 295 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

2966447 INHUMAN LAND: Searching for the Truth in Soviet Russia 1941-1942. By Josef Capuski. In this gripping and deep compassion, Capuski’s account of the years following his release from the Soviet prison camp and the formation of the Polish Underground, details his experiences in Asia and the Middle East, offers a stark depiction of Stalin’s Russia at war and of the suffering, stoicism, and bravery of his fellow Poles. Illus. 447 pages. NYRB. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

2965874 ESCAPE FROM STALAG LUFT III. The True Story of My Successful Great Escape. By Z. Marinak. On the night of March 24 1944, Bram Vanderstok was number 18 of 76 men who crawled beyond the barbed wire fence of Stalag Luft III. This story details the real events that resulted in the escape by a small group of Polish prisoners in a 1943 movie, The Great Escape. In extraordinary detail he describes various escape attempts culminating in the famous March breakout. Photos. 264 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95 $26.95

6980677 BEHIND NAZI LINES: My Father’s Heroic Quest to Save 149 World War II POWs. By A. Hodges, George. 16 pages of photos. 351 pages. Caliber. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $9.95
WW I & WW II Battles & Campaigns

- **2827567 THE DEAD AND THOSE ABOUT TO DIE: D-Day–The Big Red One at Omaha Beach** by Edward J. McNichol. Drawing on an array of new or recently unearthed sources, including interviews with veterans, this is the unforgettable story of the Big Red One’s nineteen hours of hell and triumph. D-Day, June 6, 1944. 16 pages of photos, 368 pages. Dutton. Paperback. $24.95

- **698400 THE BATTLE OF THE RIVER PLATE: A Grand Delusion**. By Richard Woodman. It was the first major naval confrontation of the Second World War, and one of its most famous. The dramatic sea fight between the German pocket battleship Graf Spee and the British cruisers Exeter, Ajax and Achilles off the coast of South America is reassessed in this new study. Photos. 164 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. $22.95

- **573400 WHEN BRITAIN SAVED THE WEST: The Story of 1940**. By Robin Prior. Home Security’s daily files and more, Prior uncovers how Britain endured a year of crises during the worst of WW II. As eloquent as it is comprehensive, it’s all telling in time when Britain fought alone and Western civilization hung in the balance. Book Club Edition. 16 pages of photos. 335 pages. Yale. $3.95

- **321405 THE BATTLE OF OKINAWA: The Last Desert War** by George MacArthur. Offers a stunning account of the last major campaign of WW II and the largest land sea air engagement in history. More people perished during the battle of Okinawa than in the ensuing bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki combined. 501 pages. Lyons. Paperback. $19.95

- **2827977 ROCK OF THE MARNE: The American Soldiers Who Turned the Tide Against the Kaiser in World War I** by Stephen L. Harris. Delivers a stirring true account of the Third US Infantry Division’s Sixth Brigade in the Second Battle of the Marne, one of the most important yet least explored clashes in WW II. 16 pages of photos. 349 pages. Berkley. Paperback. $27.95


- **599071 THE SPLINTERED EMPIRES: The Eastern Front 1917-1918** by Prit Buttar. At the beginning of the First World War, empires fighting on the Eastern Front were reaching their breaking point. Buttar comprehensively details not only these climatic events, but also the successor wars that raged long after the armistice of 1918. 16 pages of photos, 480 pages. Osprey. Paperback. $18.00

- **2970000 KUT: The Death of an Army** by Ronald Plimner. An account of a key but largely forgotten event in the Mesopotamian Campaign, in which a British column that had retreated from an indiscriminate battle to a town along the Tigris River was besieged by Turkish forces and eventually destroyed. Photos. 325 pages. Pen & Sword. Hardcover. $39.95

- **61044X PEARL HARBOR: From Infamy to Greatness**. By Craig Nelson. Based on five years of research and a reexamination of the original evidence assembled by federal investigators, this definitive work provides a thrilling blow-by-blow account of the attack on Pearl Harbor that changed the course of American history. Photos. 532 pages. Scribner. $8.95

- **CD 286537 PEARL HARBOR: From Infamy to Greatness**. By Craig Nelson. Read by George Guidall. Based on five years of research and a reexamination of the original evidence assembled by federal investigators, this definitive work provides a thrilling blow-by-blow account of the attack on Pearl Harbor that changed the course of American history. Photos. 532 pages. Scribner. $8.95

- **2872987 THE LAST DITCH: Britain’s Secret Resistance and the Nazi Invasion Plans**. By David Lampe. In 1940, Hitler’s plans of invasion were in full swing and Britain had to quickly assemble a secret resistance force. This compelling study reveals the intentions of both sides, from Hitler’s strategies for Operation Sea Lion and subsequent occupation, to Britain’s secret plans for resistance. Photos. 220 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. $14.95

- **2872992 RUSSIA’S LAST GASP: The Eastern Front 1916-17** by Prit Buttar. Presents a dramatic account of an explosive year on the Eastern Front, one that gave Russia its greatest success on the battlefield but plunged the nation into revolution at home. A year that began with high hopes for victory for the Allies, but brought the forces of the Austro-Hungarian Empire close to collapse. 24 pages. Paperback. $18.00

- **2888577 NORMANDY ‘44: D-Day and the Epic 77-Day Battle for France**. By William Craig. Pains-takingly recreates the details of the battle for Stalingrad, one of the bloodiest battles in the history of warfare, signaling the beginning of the end for the Third Reich of Adolf Hitler. 462 pages. Konecky & Konecky. $7.95

- **979497 FIRE FROM THE SKY: Surviving the Kamikaze Threat**. By Robert C. Stern. Intricately and authoritatively dissects the kamikaze threat to the US Pacific Fleet’s strategic goals, the organization of the Japanese special attack forces, and the culture that made suicide not just acceptable, but honorable. Illus. 384 pages. Naval Institute. Paperback. $49.95

- **492262 RUSSIA’S LAST GASP: The Eastern Front 1916-17**. By Prit Buttar. Presents a dramatic account of an explosive year on the Eastern Front, one that gave Russia its greatest success on the battlefield but plunged the nation into revolution at home. A year that began with high hopes for victory for the Allies, but brought the forces of the Austro-Hungarian Empire close to collapse. 24 pages. Paperback. $18.00

- **2892213 THE BATTLE OF THE ARDENNES: A Critical Analysis of the Bismarck’s Singular Triumph**. By Robert J. Winklhofer. To Great Britain and Germany, the Battle of the Bulge came like a thunderclap in December 1944. This epic clash is brought to life in this volume, alongside a wealth of information on the ships, tactics, and strategies involved on both sides. Illus. 336 pages. Casemate. Paperback. $19.95

- **288243 FALL GELB 1940 (2): AIRBORNE ASSAULT ON THE LOW COUNTRIES: Campaign 265**. By Douglas C. MacNaughton. The story of the battle as the British introduced a new weapon, which they hoped would bring them victory—the tanks. 100 minutes. Pen & Sword. Hardcover. $35.95

- **6699826 BOMING GERMANY: The Final Phase**. By Tony Atkinson. Based on the latest information on the Air Force, the most of Germany’s cities were in ruins. But with an influx of technology and tactics, Allied bombing only intensified, culminating in the events leading up to the Battle of Berlin. 46 pages. Potomac. The final thunderous months of the air campaign unfold here in a host of intriguing firsthand accounts. Photos. 381 pages. Pen & Sword. Hardcover. $50.00

- **287377X SOMME: Walking the Western Front**. By David O’Meara. Based on the latest information on the Air Force, the most of Germany’s cities were in ruins. But with an influx of technology and tactics, Allied bombing only intensified, culminating in the events leading up to the Battle of Berlin. 46 pages. Potomac. The final thunderous months of the air campaign unfold here in a host of intriguing firsthand accounts. Photos. 381 pages. Pen & Sword. Hardcover. $50.00
**WW I & WW II: Books & Campaigns**

- **3723399 BATTLE OF MANILA: History of Terror** by Miguel Miranda. From the closing days of January to early May, Manila is to endure the most bitter fighting in the Pacific theatre, leaving it a charred wasteland littered with the bodies of the dead, soldier and civilian alike, the latter deliberately targeted by Japanese death squads. This is the story of the siege of Manila. Illus. 128 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

- **2016288 SHATTERED SWORD: The Untold Story of the Battle of Midway** by J. Pat Merson. This is an original, detailed, and engagingly written analysis of what really happened at Midway, making extensive use of primary Japanese sources and contemporary memoirs of Midway. The Battle That Doomed Japan. With its unique carrier-centric approach, it is a myth-smashing re-evaluation of a most important battle. 613 pages. Potomac Books. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95

- **6990649 FINLAND AT WAR: The Continuation and Lapland Wars 1941-45** by Vesa Nenye et al. Featuring rare photographs and compelling firsthand accounts, this study reveals the untold story of determination, cunning, and daring of the Finnish people, as they stood united in their most desperate hour, fighting for the survival of Finland itself. 336 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00 $17.95

- **668498X THE PHILIPPINE SEA 1944: Campaign 313** by Mark Stille. The battle of the Philippine Sea was the largest carrier battle ever fought, with two American fleets and four Japanese fleets in the line of battle and nine on the home front side. Tells the enthralling story of the battle, and the clash that marked the end of the imperial Japanese Navy’s once-dominant carrier force. Fully illus., some in color. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $34.95 $29.95

- **6966071 THE SOLOMONS 1943-44: Campaign 326** by Mark Stille. The compelling story of the struggle for the Solomon Islands campaign, it sets the template for the U.S. strategy that would win the war in the Pacific. Stille details the command strategies, tactics and battle experiences of the opposing forces throughout the crucial stages of the campaign. Fully illus. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $24.00 $13.95

- **2907999 STALINGRAD: The Death of the German Sixth Army on the Volga, 1942-1943** by French L. MacLean. Offers the first work to detail the battle, which began on June 28, 1942, and ended on February 2, 1943, for every day of the six-month Stalingrad campaign. Derived from the Sixth Army daily report operations and the German Army High Command situation maps, it presents the combat in a level of detail never before attempted. 601 combat photos, 56 maps. 352 pages. Helion & Company. Pub. at $37.95 $28.95

- **2853952 THE SS-DIVISION WIKING IN THE CAUCASUS 1942-43** by Massimiliano Affero. In the summer of 1942, German forces resumed their attack on the Eastern Front, this time concentrating on the Caucasus, the objective of conquering Stalingrad and the Caucasus. Featuring a variety of rare period photos, this history chronicles the events through direct testimony of participants, period war reports, and original documents. 144 pages. MMP Books. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $39.00 $12.95

- **6793878 RABAL 1943-44—REDUCING JAPAN’S GREAT ISLAND FORTRESS: Air Campaign 2** by Mark Lastar. How the Rabaal campaign was conceived and fought, and how it demonstrated a new method of strategic air attack—a judicious use of naval and land forces, would eliminate the need to occupy a ground objective in order to control it. Well illus. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00 $14.95

- **2987001 VOICES FROM STALINGRAD: First-hand Accounts from World War II’s Cruelest Battle** by Jonathan Bastable. Collects compelling accounts of the battle from over 100 sources that contain the most complete collection of interviews from German and KGB archives, to present a fascinating narrative of the largest battle of World War II from the perspective of ordinary soldiers and civilians. 304 pages. 120 photographs. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $12.95

- **2854120 FROM THE RIVIERA TO THE RHINE: US Sixth Army Group, August 1944-February 1945** by Simon Forty. This fully illustrated volume is filled with images of the Allies’ campaign to liberate France, two maps, a concise text and 120 photographs, some of the locations where the battles took place. Immaculately planned and effectively undertaken, the Allies liberated 10,000 square miles of French territory within three weeks. 192 pages. Casemate. 8¼x12. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

- **285775X THE BATTLE OF ARNHEM: The Deadliest Airborne Operation of World War II** by Anthony Beevor. In this study, Beevor reconstructs the terrible reality of fighting what General Kurt Student, the founder of Nazi Germany’s parachute forces, called “the worst operation.” The Market Garden, the plan to end the war by capturing bridges leading to the Lower Rhine, was a bold concept, but would it have ever worked? 32 pages of photos. 459 pages. MMP Books. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $34.95 $20.95

- **2844362 A BATTLE TOO FAR: Arras 1917** by Don Farr. This volume gives attention to the Battle of Arras. The author examines in some detail the political, military and inter-allied aspects leading up to the Battle. This account then takes a look closely at the BEF and French plans and operations within the framework of the Battle of Arras, evaluating the performances of the involved Allied armies. Photos, some in color. 352 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95

- **2923130 D-DAY: AIR WAR VOLUME 2: Assaults from the Sky** by Martin W. Bowman. This important episode within the wider history of D-Day features both extensive historical notes as well as deeply personal accounts of endurance and individual gallantry of the German Luftwaffe fighter pilots who were there. 172 pages of photos. 194 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95 $9.95

- **2851523 BATTLE: The Story of the Bulge** by John Toland. As a direct result of an earlier study which began with the D-Day landings by the Allies on June 6, 1944, the Battle of the Bulge took place. This pioneering work discusses the Battle and the events leading up to it in full detail. Originally published in 1959. Maps & photos. 480 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

- **2855140 ARDENNES 1944: The Battle of the Bulge** by Yves Buffetaut. Describes in detail the events that brought about the German defeat during the Ardennes Offensive, which began on December 16, 1944, to the retreat behind the Siegfried Line. Filled with over 100 photographs and 24 color profiles, this volume looks at all aspects of the battle, including the fighting in the air over North Africa and the Mediterranean during WWII, and a concise text. 120 pages. Cassata. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

- **2978423 THE FAULASE PICTURE: Normandy, August 1944** by Yves Buffetaut. This profusely illustrated account examines the battle from the failed offensive at Mortain, looking at both German and Allied perspectives, using maps, diagrams and profiles to clarify the story. 128 pages. Cassata. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

- **6964753 FAULASE: The Fiawed Victory** by Anthony Tucker-Jones. A broad view of the sequence of operations that culminated in the Faulase offensive, tracing the course of the campaign mainly from the panzers’ viewpoint. Tucker-Jones dispels misconception about the battle, describing the course of the German evacuation and reassessing the outcome. 16 pages of photos. 246 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $13.95

- **2879891 THE DESERT AIR WAR 1940-1943: Images of Victory** by Anthony Tucker-Jones. This compilation of wartime photographs and revealing interviews with 330 different RAF, USAAF, and Vichy French airmen in the air over North Africa and the Mediterranean during WWII, 1940-1943. Tucker-Jones offers a vivid photographic history that provides a fascinating introduction to it. 116 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

- **2878908 ARMOURLED WARFARE IN THE BATTLE OF THE BULGE 1944-1945: Images of War** by Anthony Tucker-Jones. One of the most famous of battles, its story is told through a sequence of images, charts, diagrams and a concise text. The armored battle, which was critical to the outcome, is the main focus of this extensive reference. 141 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

*Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller*
384 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $35.00 $29.95

2994666  SOARING TO GLORY: A Tuskegee Airman’s Firsthand Account of World War II. By L. T. Stewart Jr. The remarkable story of Lt. Col. Harry Stewart Jr., one of the last surviving Tuskegee Airmen of World War II. Handwritten recollections of his harrowing and heart-pounding drama of Stewart’s combat missions, including the legendary mission in which Stewart downed three enemy fighters. Photos. 272 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $59.95 $49.95

5745334  MACARTHUR AT WAR: World War II in the Pacific. By Walter R. Borneman. Comprehensively chronicling General Douglas MacArthur’s rapid emergence as an iconic global hero, this study deftly shows why, as architect of stunning triumphs and inescapable defeats, MacArthur remains the most intriguing military leader of the twentieth century—an inspiring and complex hero. 16 pages of photos. 594 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $7.95 $7.95


2816940  GLENN MILLER DECLASSIFIED. By Dennis M. Spragg. Gaining unprecedented access to the Glenn Miller archives as well as military and government documents, Spragg lays the conspiracy theories to rest, and demonstrates the lasting legacy and importance of Miller’s career, and service to his country with this fascinating examination. Photos. 386 pages. Potomac Books. $29.99


2803488  VOICES OF THE SCANDINAVIAN WAFFEN-SS: The Final Testament of Hitler’s Vikings. By Jonathan Trig. The Scandinavian Waffen SS saw action on the Eastern Front from 1941 onwards. For these men, the war was not a “butcher’s mess” but rather a deeply personal battle. 285 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $28.95 $24.95

2907887  THE SPANISH IN THE SS AND WEHRMACHT, 1944-1945. By Eduardo M. Gil Martinez. After many years of research, this volume tells the story of the few Spaniards who refused to abandon their German roots and fought to hold Berlin during the last days of the Second World War. Offers a day by day account, as well as well as information about anti-partisan operations of the Spanish in the SS and Wehrmacht. 32 pages of photos. 224 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $45.00 $24.95

2858347  DIVISION LECLERC: Elite 226. By M. P. Robinson & T. Seignon. Recounts the story from Leclerc’s escape to London in 1940 to his signing of Japan’s surrender on September 2. 32 pages of photos. 224 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $45.00 $29.95

6857459  GALICIA DIVISION: The Western Front, 14th Grenadier Division 1943-1945. By Michael O. Grieco. Historical account of how a determined group of young men and women volunteered to serve in a combat division destined for destruction and one that sustained 90% casualties. 32 pages of photos. 224 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $45.00 $11.95
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**ITALIAN CRUISERS OF WORLD WAR II: New Vanguard 258.** By Mark Stille. Chronicles the history of the Italian Royal Navy cruisers during World War II. It discusses their struggles, and looks at their successes in keeping Axis forces in Northern Africa pinned down and in blocking the Sicily Strait to British merchant traffic. Well illus., some in color. 48 pages. Osprey. Paperback. At $18.00. $12.95

**2182096 USN FLEET DESTROYER VS IJN FLEET SUBMARINE: Duet 90.** By Mark Stille. Challenging the assumption that Japanese submarines were a more formidable threat to the USN fleet than Axis forces, Stille concisely examines their encounters with the U.S. Navy during 1941–1942, and the successes and failures of American destroyers in protecting their capital ships. Well illus., some in color. Osprey. Paperback. At $18.00. $14.95

**6973573 US NAVY ESCORT CARRIERS 1942–45: New Vanguard 251.** By Mark Stille. Escort carriers made an enormous contribution towards Allied victory both in the Pacific and Atlantic theaters of World War II. This reference shines a light on these usually overlooked warhorses of the U.S. Navy, ships that helped usher in the Allied victory. Well illus., some in color. Osprey. Paperback. At $18.00. $12.95

**2778963 REQUIREMENT FOR BATTLESHIPS YAMATO.** By Yoshida Mitsuru. The unique story of Mitsuru’s own experience as a junior naval officer aboard the fabled Japanese battleship Yamato as it set out on a last, desperate sortie in April 1945. On the bridge during the ship’s fatal encounter with American airplanes, Mitsuru’s eloquent, moving account makes a singular contribution to the literature of the Pacific War. 16 pages of photos. 152 pages. Naval Institute. $15.95

**3708209 INDIANAPOLIS.** By L. Vincent & S. Vladic. Tells the complete story of the ship, her crew, and their final mission to save their companion from a wrongful court-martial. A sweeping saga of survival, sacrifice, justice, and love. The authors bring the ship and her heroic crew back to full, vivid, unforgettable life in this definitive account of one of the most remarkable episodes in American history. 16 pages of photos, some color. 578 pages. S&S. Paperback. At $18.00. $12.95

**3894211 INDIANAPOLIS.** By L. Vincent & S. Vladic. A sweeping saga of survival, sacrifice, justice, and love. The authors bring the ship and her heroic crew back to full, vivid, unforgettable life in this definitive account of one of the worst sea disasters in United States naval history. SHOPWORN. 16 pages of photos, some color. 578 pages. S&S. Paperback. At $28.00. $7.95


**6714196 THE SEA DEVIL: The Adventures of Count Felix von Luckner, the Last Raider Under Sail.** By Sam Jefferson. In 1916, a ship bearing Norwegian colors departed from Germany, apparently bound for Cuba. But the truth was much different: This was the SMS Seeadler, commanded by aristocrat Felix von Luckner, on a mission that would destroy 14 merchant ships, down 32 aircraft, and undermine U-boats. Photos. 250 pages. Osprey. Paperback. At $25.00. $17.95

**282065X DER KAPTAIN: U-boat Ace Hans Rosé.** By Markus F. & Gertrude J. Robinson. A carefully researched biography of one of Germany’s most successful WWII U-boats. Includes a detailed study of Rosé’s war career, including the convoy period when attacks by U-boats were most difficult and dangerous. Well illus. 320 pages. Ambarley. Paperback. At $29.95. $24.95

**2961903 THE BATTLE OF JUTLAND: Voices from the Past.** By Richard Osborne. In May 1916, the British Grand Fleet and the German High Seas Fleet faced off in the gray North Sea off Jutland. Despite British faith in her navy, the Grand Fleet lost more men and ships than the Germans. Osborne draws on the words of the key players to resolve the many disputes, controversies, and myths that have surrounded this battle in the intervening 100 years. 16 pages of photos. 152 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. At $39.95. $19.95

**3730254 TIDAL WAVE: From Leyte Gulf to Tokyo Bay.** By Thomas McKelvey Cleaver. Based on first-hand accounts, this riveting survey tells the action-packed story of the naval campaigns in the Pacific, from Leyte Gulf to the end of the war—which in 1945 would need to fight harder for victory than ever before. 16 pages of photos. 320 pages. Osprey. Paperback. At $21.00. $15.95

**6979394 BIG GUN MONITORS: Design, Construction, and Operations, 1914–1945.** By Ian Buxton. Little more than huge gun mountings fitted on simple, self propelled rafts, the Royal Navy’s big gun monitors were designed and built rapidly to fulfill an urgent need for heavy shore bombardment during World War I. First published in 1978, this study includes the history and over 200 illustrations of the ship. 256 pages. Naval Institute. 10½ x 11¼. Pub. at $74.95. $24.95

**3785373 POCKET BATTLESHIPS OF THE 1936 GERMAN NAVY CLASS Battleships of the Kriegsmarine.** By G. Koop & K-P. Schmolke. Widely regarded as the best concise history of the development, design details and careers of all the German destroyers of the Second World War era Superbly illustrated throughout with over 70 plans, diagrams and maps. 224 pages. Naval Institute. Paperback. At $93.95. $29.95

**2932878 GERMAN DESTROYERS OF WORLD WAR II: Warships of the Kriegsmarine.** By G. Koop & K-P. Schmolke. A concise history of the development, design details and careers of all the German destroyers of the Second World War era. Superbly illustrated throughout with over 70 plans, diagrams and maps. 224 pages. Naval Institute. Paperback. At $93.95. $14.95

**6979054 GERMAN NAVAL CAMOUFLAGE, VOLUME THREE: 1939–1941.** By J.U. Asmussen & E. Leon. The most comprehensive and authoritative collection ever published on the color schemes and camouflage of German naval warships. Features of this volume, devoted to 1939 through 1941, include more than 100 plates, each depicting the camouflage and paint schemes of individual ships. 192 pages. Ample full color. Naval Institute. 10¼ x 8¼. Pub. at $59.95. $14.95

**2957418 TORPEDO JUNCTION: U-boat War off America’s East Coast, 1942.** By Homer H. Hickam, Jr. By mid-1942 off the coast of Florida, fewer than a dozen U-boats had sunk more meritorious ships than the entire Japanese navy would claim in the Pacific. Details of the submarine war that would be fought between Allied merchant ships are recorded in this fast-paced narrative that puts the reader in the midst of the action. Photos. 367 pages. Naval Institute. Paperback. At $24.95. $19.95

**2893452 THE BATTLESHIP BISMARCK: A Document in Words and Pictures.** By U. Elfrath & B. Herzog. This pictorial report on the short-lived career of the mighty Bismarck compiles the photos, drawings, sketches and maps with precise texts on the time sequence of events to follow the battleship from launching to its sinking just 277 days later. 160 pages. Sichert. 11½ x 8½. Pub. at $29.95. $17.95

**3816158 FIND ’EM, CHASE ’EM, SINK ’EM: The Mysterious Loss of the WWII Submarine USS Gudgeon.** By Mike Ostlund. Recounts the tragic and mysterious loss of the USS Gudgeon, which in April 1944 slipped beneath the waves in one of the most treacherous patrol areas of WWII. Neither the Gudgeon nor her crew was ever seen again. Photos. 136 pages. Lyons. Paperback. At $39.95. $19.95
**WW I & WW II Naval History**

**2955011 BRITISH CRUISER WARFARE: The Lessons of the Early War, 1939-1943.** By Alan Raven. This detailed volume analyzes the first years of the war when the British cruisers were taught, initially describing every action and its results, and then summarizing in individual chapters the conclusions that could be drawn for the many aspects of a cruiser’s duties. Illus. 320 pages. Seaforth. Pub. at $49.95.

**6992780 HITLER’S NAVAL PLAN: A Reference Guide to the Kriegsmarine 1935-1945.** By Jak P. Malmanow Showell. Conceived by Hitler and developed by the navy’s leaders; the organization, command and rank structure; the uniforms and awards; the sailors and commanders; and outlines the course of the navy’s evolution. 32 pages of Versailles to the collapse of the U-Boat offensive and the demise of the Third Reich. Well illus., some in color. 223 pages. Naval Institute. 10x1½. Pub. at $69.95. 44.95.

**2956907 ALLIED COASTAL FORCES WORLD WAR II, VOLUME II: The Atlantic and the Mediterranean.** Ed. by M. Faulkner. By James Lambert & A. Ross. A comprehensive look at the motor torpedo boats, PT boats, motor gunboats, launches and submarine chasers as they served with distinction throughout WWII and in every theatre. They performed invaluable service as patrol boats, convoy escorts, minelayers and minehavers, harbor defense vessels, light landing craft, RAE rescue boats and transports for agents and daw offices. Illus. 256 pages. Naval Institute. 10x1¼. Pub. at $59.95. 47.95.


**6995804 THE NAVAL WAR IN THE BALTIC 1939-1945.** By Paul Gross. From the shelling of the fort at Westerplatte on the Polish coast on September 1, 1939, to the tragic loss of thousands of German refugees at sea in May 1945, this well researched work shows how the naval war in the Baltic shaped WWII in ways that have not been fully understood. Photos & maps. 400 pages. Seafortth. Pub. at $39.95. 29.95.

**6992684 A BATTLE HISTORY OF THE IMPERIAL JAPANESE NAVY (1941-1945).** By Paul S. Dull. For almost 20 years, more than 200 of microfilmed Japanese naval records remain in the custody of the U.S. Naval History Division, virtually untouched. This unique study draws on those sources and others to tell the story of the Pacific War from the viewpoint of the Japanese. Illus. 240 pages. Naval Institute. Paperbound. Pub. at $36.95. 29.95.

**2940731 SUBMARINES OF WORLD WAR TWO: Design, Development and Operations.** By Erich Bagnewitz. This comprehensive reference describes all the submarines that were deployed by the eighteen combatant nations during the war. Every category of boats, from midgets to the largest cruiser-submarine, is covered. Includes specifications, building data, fate and career highlights for each class. Illus. 288 pages. Naval Institute. 9¾x10½. Pub. at $57.95. 39.95.


**6751814 USN BATTLESHIP VS IJN BATTLESHIP: Duel 83.** By Mark Stille. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00. 11.95.


**699265X ALLIED SUBMARINE ATTACKS OF WORLD WAR II.** By John Rohwer. 252 pages. Naval Institute. USA. 10½x8¼. Pub. at $42.95. 34.95.


**2992811 THE DESTROYER CAMPBELLTON.** By Al Ross. 127 pages. Naval Institute. 10¼x9¾. Pub. at $42.95. PRICE CUT to $24.95.

**699443X ITALIAN NAVAL CAMOUFLAGE OF WORLD WAR II.** By Marco Ghiglino. Fully illus. in color. 240 pages. Seafortth. 10x 8½. Pub. at $69.95. 44.95.


**5813565 THE EMPEROR’S CODES: The Thrilling Story of the Allied Code Breakers Who Turned the Tide of World War II.** By Mark Felton. Presents a complex and compelling story of cracking Japan’s codes before the first time how Japan’s codes were broken and the differing personalities and nationalities among the often eccentric codebreakers. Details the hard work and dedication of those who wrecked the man who was considered mightily to the Allied victory. 17 pages. 323 pages. Arcade. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. 5.95.

**3710270 OSS IN CHINA: Prelude to Cold War.** By Maack Yun. Presents a complete and compelling story of cracking Japan’s codes before the first time how Japan’s codes were broken and the differing personalities and nationalities among the often eccentric codebreakers. Details the hard work and dedication of those who wrecked the man who was considered mightily to the Allied victory. 17 pages. 323 pages. Arcade. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. 5.95.


2818576 THE VENLO INCIDENT: A True Story of Double-Dealing, Captivity, and a Murderous Nazi Plot. By S. Payne Best. This true account of an MI6 agent’s kidnaping and survival is a harrowing account of torture at the hands of the Nazis and five years in the terrible camps, offering unparalleled, firsthand details from inside the Third Reich. A riveting narrative that readers will not soon forget. Illus. 352 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

309057X HITLER IN LOS ANGELES: How Jews Faked Nazi Plots Against Hollywood and America. By Steven J. Ross. This is the chilling story of the rise of Nazis in Los Angeles. From 1933 until the end of World War II, attorney Leon Lewis ran a spy operation connecting military intelligence with Hollywood and fascist group in Los Angeles, uncovering and foiling the Nazi’s disturbing plans for death and destruction. 416 pages. Bloomsbury. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00


3732347 THE WOLVES AT THE DOOR: The True Story of America’s Greatest Female Spy. By Judith L. Pearson. Recounts the fascinating life of Virginia Hall, who left her comfortable Baltimore roots of privilege in 1931 to follow a dream of becoming a Foreign Service Officer. When Hitler rolled into Poland in 1939, and France, she went to work for the British Special Services Executive (SSE), wrote 16 pages of photos. 262 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

2887517 CRACKING THE LUFTWAFFE CODES: The Secrets of Bletchley Park. By Gwen Watkins. This is a compelling first-hand account of Britain’s battle to crack the German codes, and the first memoir detailing the work of the Women’s Auxiliary Air Force (WAAF). Here, former WAAF (Women’s Auxiliary Air Force) Gwen Watkins brings to life the world of this crucial division. Photos. 229 pages. Frontline. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

3701956 HITLER’S SECRET ARMY: A Hidden History of Spies, Saboteurs, and the Secret War in World War II. By Tim Tate. The period between 1939 and 1945, more than seventy Allied men and women were convicted of working to help Nazi Germany with many countries, hundreds of British English, and were also interred. In this dramatic expose of Allied sabotage and betrayal, Tate lays bare the treachery of undercover fascists and American Nazi spy rings during the height of World War II. 16 pages of photos. 454 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $29.95

2853981 SIGINT: The Secret History of Signals Intelligence in the World Wars. By Peter Matthews. Covering the period from 1914 to 1945, Matthews tells the little-known story of global signals intelligence. In the ensuing war years, the world battled against a web of signals intelligence that gave birth to ENIGMA, LORENZ, and ULTRA. Photos. 336 pages. Penguin Press. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95

9523800 CHURCHILL’S MINISTRY OF UNGENTLEMEANLY WARFARE: The Maverick Who Pitted Hitler’s Defeat. By D. Michael & C. Michael. This is the biography of a little-known but incredibly important figure. This vivid narrative of adventure and derring-do is that is also the last great untold story of the Second World War. 16 pages of photos. 356 pages. Picador. Pub. at $28.00

2859865 AGENT M: The Lives and Spies of MI5’s Maxwell Knight. By Henry Hemming. Drawing on a vast array of original sources, Hemming reveals not only the story of one of the world’s greatest intelligence operators, but the sacrifices and courage required to confront fascism during a nation’s darkest time. 16 pages of photos. 354 pages. Profile. Hardback. Pub. at $26.00

2956411 DEFYING HITLER: The Germans Who Resisted Nazi Rule. By G. Thomas & G. Thomas. Follows the underground network of Germans who believed standing against Hitler was more important than their own survival. Their bravery is astonishing and this remarkable account illuminates their struggles in an accessible narrative history that history buffs will enjoy. 360 pages. 34 pages of photos. 424 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $30.00

2979993 D-DAY GIRLS: The Spies Who Armed the Resistance, Sabotaged the Nazis, and Helped Win World War II. By Sarah Rose. The dramatic, untold story of the extraordinary women recruited by MI6 to help the Allied war effort. From France to Russia and the Philippines, Rose tells an inspiring story that reminds us of what courage can accomplish when the stakes seem incalculably high. 384 pages. Crown. Pub. at $28.00

2973723 AN ENGLISHMAN ABOARD: SOE Agent Dick Mallaby’s Italian Missions, 1943-45. By Gianluca Barneschi. Based on years of research in public and private archives, and with the cooperation of Dick Mallaby’s son, this book tells an unrecorded truth of this real-life James Bond and the key role he played in two of the pivotal moments of Italy’s World War II story. Photos. 360 pages. Birlinn. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95


6883100 CHURCHILL’S SPY FILES: MI5’s Top-Secret Wartime Reports. By Nigel West. 464 pages. History Press. Pub. at $32.95

680442X DOUBLE AGENT CELEY: MI6’s Crooked Hero. By Carole Witt. 16 pages of photos. 271 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $50.00
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2973726 THE ARSENAL OF DEMOCRACY: FDR, Detroit, and an Epic Quest to Arm an America at War. By A.J. Baime. Tells how Detroit answered the call, centering on Henry Ford and his company’s development, still felt to this day. Fully illus. 211 pages. Pen & Sword. BK/11¼“. Pub. at $50.00

3740951 THE ZEPPELIN. By Michael Belifi. The Zeppelin was first flown commercially by Luftschiffahrts-Gesellschaft (DHL) on its first airline revenue service. Then, when war hit in 1914, it wreaked carnage upon Britain’s towns and cities. This volume explores each facet of the dirigible and conclusively answer the question of why rigid airship development, still felt to this day. Fully illus. 211 pages. Pen & Sword. 8/1x11¼“. Pub. at $50.00

2837591 MISSION TO BERLIN: The American Airmen Who Struck the Heart of Hitler’s Reich. By Robert F. Dorr. Covers all the players in a long-range Allied bombing run, centering on Henry Ford and his company’s development, still felt to this day. Fully illus. 211 pages. Pen & Sword. BK/11¼“. Pub. at $50.00


3740951 THE ZEPPELIN. By Michael Belifi. The Zeppelin was first flown commercially by Luftschiffahrts-Gesellschaft (DHL) on its first airline revenue service. Then, when war hit in 1914, it wreaked carnage upon Britain’s towns and cities. This volume explores each facet of the dirigible and conclusively answer the question of why rigid airship development, still felt to this day. Fully illus. 211 pages. Pen & Sword. 8/1x11¼“. Pub. at $50.00


3740951 THE ZEPPELIN. By Michael Belifi. The Zeppelin was first flown commercially by Luftschiffahrts-Gesellschaft (DHL) on its first airline revenue service. Then, when war hit in 1914, it wreaked carnage upon Britain’s towns and cities. This volume explores each facet of the dirigible and conclusively answer the question of why rigid airship development, still felt to this day. Fully illus. 211 pages. Pen & Sword. 8/1x11¼“. Pub. at $50.00

Air Combat & Aircraft

6819605 US EIGHTH AIR FORCE IN EUROPE, VOLUME 2: The Eagle Spreads Its Wings. By Martin W. Bowman. The Mighty Eighth was an air force of hard-fighting, hard-playing fliers who suffered more casualties than the entire U.S. Marine Corps in the Pacific. Here, and this book are stories of survival and soul-numbing loss, of ‘fly-boys’ who came together to fight an air war like never before. 48 pages of photos. 266 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95

$9.95

2951231 GERHARD FIESLER: The Man Behind the Storch. By Nigel Holden. In this biography, Fieseler emerges as an audacious fighter pilot, a heroic aeronautical pilot, an inspiring industrial leader, a Nazi opportunist, a realist, a romantic, and a man who blamed Hitler, and largely only Hitler, for provoking the Second World War. 24 pages of photos. 304 pages. Helion & Company. Pub. at $49.95

$9.95

2925060 EYES ALL OVER THE SKY: Aerial Reconnaissance in the First World War. By James Streckluss. At the outbreak of WWI in 1914, no-one could have foreseen how significant a role aircraft would play in the fighting world. This account fully explores all aspects of aerial reconnaissance and its previously under-appreciated significance. 16 pages of photos. Casemate. Pub. at $30.00

$5.95

2850556 THE KAMIKAZE HUNTERS: Fighting for the Pacific, 1945. By Will Iredale. In May 1945, battle still raged in the Pacific, and it was then that the Japanese unleashed a new form of warfare—the Kamikaze. Drawing on meticulous research and access to the remaining survivors, Iredale conveys the terrifying reality of fighting against pilots who deliberately flew their planes into Allied aircraft.

$19.95

2988502 THE WILD BLUE YONDER AND BEYOND: The 95th Bomb Group in War and Peace. By Rob Morris with I. Hawkins. Covers a World War II bomb group from its inception through the present day. Utilizing interviews with nearly a hundred air war veterans, dozens of unclassified memoirs, all the bomb group’s official mission reports from the National Archives, and nearly a hundred other sources, Morris provides a deep and human understanding of the group. 32 pages of photos. 387 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95

$19.95


$5.95


$5.95

2970244 A FIGHTER COMMANDER STATION AT WAR. By Mark Hillier. Packed with more than 250 wartime photographs and accompanied by a detailed history of the fighting as seen through the eyes of many of the surviving pilots and groundcrew. 214 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $49.95

$9.95

2863189 THE LAST FIGHTER PILOT: The True Story of the Final Combat Mission of World War II. By David Henderson. It is the incredible true story of the final combat mission of WWII, nine days after Hiroshima, on the morning of August 15. Captain Jerry Yellin and his wingman took off from Iwo Jima to bomb Tokyo and by the time Yellin returned to Iwo Jima, the war was officially over.

$25.95


$7.95

2783789 GLIDER PILOTS IN SICILY. By Mike Papp. The author tells the story of the first large scale British use of gliders in action, occurring in July 1943 as part of Operation HUSKY, the Allied invasion of Nazi-occupied Sicily. The successes and failures of the Glider Pilot Regiment, an over-enterprising and over.CreateIndex (96, 255, 244, 364) in groups, made a fascinating read. 16 pages of photos. 306 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95

$4.95

2994089 NORTH AMERICAN P-51 MUSTANG: Pilot’s Flight Operating Instructions. Used primarily as a long range bomber escort in raids over Germany, the North American P-51 Mustang earned a reputation as a fighter. This manual was de-classified and care was taken to preserve the integrity of the text. 97 pages. Periscope Film. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

$13.95

3734048 OSwald BOELCKE: Germany’s First Fighter Ace and Father of Air Combat. By David F. Brown. This book tells the story of the German pilot who was Germany’s first ace in WWI with a total of forty victories. With his development of air to air tactics and his impact on aerial doctrine, the aviation world recognizes the name Oswald Boelcke remains an important figure in the history of warfare. Photos. 240 pages. Grub Street. Paperbound.

$17.95

292675X F-14 TOMCAT: Grumman’s ‘Top Gun’ from the Persian Gulf to Desert Storm. By David I. Clarignoboul. Despite the fact that the Japanese pilots had considerable combat experience and more maneuverable fighters, the Airacobras managed to square the ledger. With detailed maps and contemporary photographs, this volume looks at the machines and pilots that battled over New Guinea. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00

$14.95


$17.95

2865299 COMBAT BIPLONES OF WORLD WAR II A Personal Selection. By Peter C. Smith. The majority of major European powerhouses aircraft through 1939. By 1941, Japan and the United States had rid themselves of biplanes but a few specialty types lingered on. Here Smith describes the Fairy Swordfish, the Heinkel He 50, and the Henschel Hs 123 among other gallant old warriors of all nations. 16 pages of photos. 32 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95

$9.95

2805839 CONSOLIDATED B-24, VOL. 1: Legends of War 1938-1945. By Jack Samson. This is a broad range of photos gathered from around the world, this stunning volume chronicles the development of what is often considered one of the iconic early models of the B-24, from the assembly line to their use in the famous raid on the refineries at Poesti, Romania, in May 1943. 112 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $16.95

$18.95

2866193 CONSOLIDATED B-24, VOL. 2: Legends of Warfare. By David Doyle. The B-24 Liberator remains to this day the world’s most produced heavy bomber and multi-engine aircraft, and the most manufactured military aircraft in U.S. history. Through a broad range of photos, coupled with descriptive and informative captions, this volume chronicles the development and wartime use of these iconic aircraft. 128 pages. Schiffer.

$16.95

2990792 P-38 LIGHTNING: Pilot’s Flight Operating Instructions. Originally printed by Lockheed and the U.S. Army Air Force, this handbook taught pilots how to enter the cockpit. It was also a must-have for those who wanted to know beforehand how to print by North American and the U.S. Army Air Force in 1945, this Pilot Training Manual taught pilots everything they needed to know to operate this aircraft. Fully 105 pages. Periscope. Film. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

$13.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/804
290764 JAGDGESCHWADER 5: The Luftwaffe’s JG 5 “Eismeerjäger” in World War II. By Mark Natale. Published in 1973, this is a comprehensive volume tells their story. Illus. 574 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95

298086 UH-60 BLACK HAWK: Pilot’s Flight Operating Instructions. By Department of the Army. Created the Sikorsky and the U.S. Army, this pilot’s flight operating manual profiles the UH-60 Black Hawk. This unclassified document is reprinted in its entirety. 560 pages. Periscope Film. Paperback. Pub. at $49.95

288460 MILITARY LOW-FLYING IN THE UK: The Skill of Pilots and Photographers. By Michael Leek. The United Kingdom has some of the most dramatic geography for low-flying aircraft to operate in. This book covers the操作 of the UK’s most novel aircraft in terms of low-flying ability, including the close-up views of the sky. 350 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $35.95

281312 DORNIER DO 335: X-Planes 9. By Robert Forsyth. Featuring comprehensive artwork and skillfully commissioned artwork, this is the full story of the aircraft that the Luftwaffe hoped would help the tide of the war. 190 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95

962876 THE AMAZING GOONEY BIRD: The Saga of the Legendary DC-3/C-47. By Carroll V. Glines. A story of the plane that has surpassed all other aircraft in dependability and achievement, serving as a bomber, fighter, airborne communications center, amphibian, command post, and heavy transport in the酱. 340 pages. Osprey. Paperback. $24.95

692313 JET FLYING BOATS. By David Oliver. Covers the little known flying boat legacy of the Second World War, which includes jet fighter flying boat projects; the jet maritime reconnaissance flying boat development in the 1950s; the Royal Australian Air Force’s proposal for flying boats; converted turbo prop flying boats; as well as the new plans for flying boats in the future. 320 pages. Osprey. Paperback. $34.95

289020 WHERE: The 1st Air Commandos in WWII. By R.O. Van Wagner. Examines the history of an often overlooked small band of aviators employed in the China-Burma-India Theater, responsible for the first all-aviation invasion in northern Burma. Well illus. 171 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11½. Pub. at $39.95

290234 DAMBUSTERS: The Forging of a Legend. By Chris Ward et al. The most famous Allied action in WWII was the 617 Squadron of 5 Group RAF Bomber Command. Formed to carry out the precision low-level attack on the Mohne, Eder and Sorpe Dams, using Barnes Wallis’ “any”, the raid was a tremendous success. This retelling of the Dam’s raid pays particular attention to the timings, and includes many eyewitness accounts. 64 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $32.95

288462 4 GROUP BOMBER COMMAND: An Operational Record. By Chris Ward. The crews of 4 Group spent most of the war on the front of Bomber Command’s campaigns and had among its ranks many who became leaders. This volume contains individual squadron statistics, their commanding officers, stations and aircraft to create a powerful reference book to any of the RAF’s most important operational groups. 16 pages of photos. 290 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $50.00

671887 NOSE ART: An Illustrated History from World War I to the Present. By Tony Holme. This book offers more than 300 photos, comprehensive volume which offers insights into the history of the U.S. Army’s legendary fighter, is a fitting tribute to the “Big Fighter” more than a decade after its retirement from fleet service. Well illus., most in color. 188 pages, Haynes. 8½x11½. Pub. at $36.95

287196 HELLKAT VS SHIDEN/SHIDEN-KAI: Duel 911. By Tony Holme. The account of machines of war pitted against each other—the bitterly contested aerial engagements between the Grumman F6F Hellcat and the Kawasaki N1K1/2 Shiden/Shiden-Kai, which was given the codename “George” by the Allies. Well illus. 150 color photos. Paperback. Pub. at $22.00

290505 BATTLESHIPS AND CROU dER AIRCRAFT OF THE UNITED STATES NAVY, 1924-1945. By William L. Andrews. Offers the history, development and service records of floatplanes carried on battlecruisers and cruisers, the dramatic change in operations, details of markings, with annual assignment of all aircraft types, totals, squadrons and ships from 1924 to 1949 inclusive. Fully illus. 272 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11½. Pub. at $49.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/804
**Unions, Markings & Insignia**


**290769 THE CHosen FEW:** By Gregg Zoroya. Delivers the never before told story of one of the most decorated units in the war in Afghanistan—the company of U.S. paratroopers who called themselves the "Chosen Few"—and its 15-month ordeal that culminated in 2008’s Battle of Wanat, the War’s deadliest. 16 pages of photos. 370 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $27.00. **$5.95**

**287069 THE KILLING SCHOOL:** Into the World’s Deadliest Sniper Program. By Brandon Webb with J. D. Mann. Takes readers through every aspect of the SEAL sniper training, describing how Spec Ops snipers are taught each dimension of their art. Each SEAL’s endurance, stealth, and mental and physical stamina are tested and pushed to the limit. Webb demonstrates how today’s SEAL is trained to function as an entire military operation rolled into a single individual. Color photos. 346 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $18.99. **$14.95**

**694150 RIDERS OF THE APOCALYPSE:** German Cavalry and Modern Warfare, 1870-1945. By David R. Doran. Provides a comprehensive history of the German cavalry, a combat arm that fought in World War II, and reappears to war again in 1939. The horse mounted cavalry remained in the German order of battle during World War II, for the simple, but essential reason it could carry a spear. Color photos. 312 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $36.95. **$19.95**


**270269 THE REFUGEES:** By Mike Ritland with G. Ernie Brozek. As a SEAL during a combat deployment in Iraq, Ritland saw a band of Special Forces soldiers who secretly entered Afghanistan to conduct missions they undertake saving countless lives. 16 pages of color photos. This account honors the elite K9 warriors, what they are, how they are trained, and the extreme courage and bravery of the soldiers who have proudly served, or are currently serving as United States Marines. 166 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $44.95. **$27.95**

**287175 THE EYES HAVE IT:** How the U.S. Army eyes the enemy. By Mike Ritland with G. Ernie Brozek. As a SEAL during a combat deployment in Iraq, Ritland saw a band of Special Forces soldiers who secretly entered Afghanistan to conduct missions they undertake saving countless lives. 16 pages of color photos. This account honors the elite K9 warriors, what they are, how they are trained, and the extreme courage and bravery of the soldiers who have proudly served, or are currently serving as United States Marines. 166 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $44.95. **$27.95**


**288889 THE KILLIN G SCHOO L:** Inside the World’s Toughest Training School. By Will iam Y. Chase. Delivers firsthand accounts of tracking Osama bin Laden in Afghanistan and being one of the first responders after the attack on the U.S. consulate in Benghazi. We see his teams in action in the rugged terrain of Afghanistan, dealing with insurgents traveling through perilous territory, and perform other top secret missions. Color photos. 302 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $16.99. **$3.95**

**298932 THE SOVIET UNION: Uniforms of World War II.** By Warren Carroll. 238 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $79.95. **PRICE CUT to $45.95**


**296577 LENIN’S LEGACY:** By Will iam Y. Chase. Delivers firsthand accounts of tracking Osama bin Laden in Afghanistan and being one of the first responders after the attack on the U.S. consulate in Benghazi. We see his teams in action in the rugged terrain of Afghanistan, dealing with insurgents traveling through perilous territory, and perform other top secret missions. Color photos. 302 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $16.99. **$3.95**

**2893168 ISRAELI PARATROOPERS 1954-2016: Elite Warriors in the Battle of Mosul.** By Jimmy Blackmon. The true story of one of the most decorated units in the war in Iraq—the company of U.S. medevac soldiers who risk their lives daily. This account honors the brave warriors. Color photos. 341 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $17.99. **$5.95**

**273781 GLORY OF THE EMPIRES 1880-1914.** By Wendell Schollander. The definitive study of every region, nation and army in Africa, Asia, Europe, North and South America. Schollander presents the history behind the statesmanship and reveals the experiences of the men who served. Complemented by over 800 rare illustrations. 586 pages. History Press. Pub. at $10.95. **$5.95**

**285308...
Naval History

290779 THE NEWPORT NAVAL TRAINING STATION: A Postcard History. By Fred H. Cortright. 10x11¼. Pub. at $74.95

291545 WARSHIPS, By Robert Jackson. Includes outstanding color cutaway artworks revealing the inner workings of the world’s most impressive warships from 1859 to the present day. Features 50 battleships, submarines, patrol boats, minesweepers, and aircraft carriers from all the major naval powers along with specifications, design, development, and service history. 320 pages. $26.95


1860-1783. By Ian McLaughlin. The first phase in depth of the Royal Navy’s vital but largely ignored small craft. This volume draws together a unique collection of rare images, coupled with the author’s own research. Includes line drawings and watercolor sketches to provide the most convincing depictions of the appearance of these vessels. 288 pages. Seafarth. 10x11¼. Pub. at $74.95

298260 THE SOOP OF WAR 1860-1783. By Ian McLaughlin. The first phase in depth of the Royal Navy’s vital but largely ignored small craft. This volume draws together a unique collection of rare images, coupled with the author’s own research. Includes line drawings and watercolor sketches to provide the most convincing depictions of the appearance of these vessels. 288 pages. Seafarth. 10x11¼. Pub. at $74.95

2987142 WARSHIP 2016. Ed. by John Jordan. Devoted to the design, development and service history of the world’s combat ships. The contributors are respected authorities, so detailed and accurate information is the keynote of all the articles, which are supported by plans, tables and photographs. 224 pages. Osprey. 8x10¼. Pub. at $60.00

2973398 WARSHIP 2019. Ed. by John Jordan. Featuring a broad range of articles from a select panel of distinguished international contributors, this latest volume combines original research, new book reviews, warship notes, an image gallery, and much more. 224 pages. Osprey. 8x10¼. Pub. at $60.00


6951080 RIVER GUNBOATS: An Illustrated Encyclopaedia. By Roger Bridge. This lavishly illustrated encyclopedia describes the vessels of every nation designed as river and lake gunboats since the advent of steam power. Summarizes introductory and really significant riverine wars together with narratives of the principal actions involving river gunboats. 285 pages. Naval Institute. 9¾x12. Pub. at $39.95

6953133 WOODEN WARSHIP CONSTRUCTION: A History in Ship Models. By Brian Lavery. Employs a selection of the best models of ships and docks, from the National Maritime Museum in Greenwich, to describe and demonstrate the development of warship construction from the beginning of the eighteenth century to the end of wooden shipbuilding. This authoritative work provides an attractive and unique form of technical history. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Seafarth. Pub. at $34.95

2835495 WORLD NAVAL REVIEW 2019. Ed. by Conrad Waters. An authoritative summary of all that has happened in the naval world during the previous twelve months. Besides the latest warship projects, it looks at wider issues of significance to navies, such as aviation and submarines, and calls on experts from around the globe to give a picture of what is going on. Well illus., many in color. 192 pages. Seafarth. Pub. at $55.95

2875780 THE KING GEORGE V CLASS BATTLESHIPS. By Witold Koszela. Collects the stories of all the British King George V class battleships: HMS Prince of Wales, HMS King George V, HMS Anson, and HMS Revenge. This authoritative work provides an attractive and unique form of technical history. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Seafarth. Pub. at $34.95

695460X THE LAST CENTURY OF SEA POWER, VOLUME 2: From Washington to Tokyo, 1922-1945. By H.F. Willmott. In this second volume of the history of naval power in the twentieth century, Willmott follows the fortunes of the empires and national seafaring nations of Europe along with two upstarts—the United States and Japan. Illus. 657 pages. InUP. Pub. at $60.00

2880725 THE JAPANESE DESTROYER FUBUKI: Super Drawings in 3D. By Carlo Cestra. Features meticulously detailed, fold-out scale drawings, offering an extensive portrait of the destroyer’s design. This helpful reference is filled cover to cover with color computer-generated 3D illustrations that showcase the components of this Japanese fast attack craft. Meticulously detailed with fold-out scale drawings offering a more extensive portrait of its design. 70 pages. Kagero. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $36.95

2777347 SCHNELLBOOT TYPE S-38 AND S-100: Super Drawings in 3D. By Carlo Cestra. Filled cover to cover with color computer-generated 3D illustrations that showcase the components of this German fast attack craft. Meticulously detailed with fold-out scale drawings offering a more extensive portrait of its design. 70 pages. Kagero. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $36.95

284074X THE WORLD OF THE BATTLESHIP: The Design & Careers of Capital Ships of the World’s Navies 1880-1990. Ed. by Bruce Taylor. Captures the entire historical, social and cultural significance of the age of the battleship through the careers of twenty-one emblematic vessels from the navies of the world. From 1882 to 1992, the full details on the origin, design, structure, organization, career and cultural impact of these warships is filled cover to cover with color computer-generated 3D illustrations that showcase the components of this German fast attack craft. Meticulously detailed with fold-out scale drawings offering a more extensive portrait of its design. 70 pages. Kagero. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $36.95

285273X THE END OF GLORY: War & Peace in HMS Hood 1916-1941. By Bruce Taylor. Through official documents as well as the personal accounts and reminiscences of many people involved, this stunning volume offers a vivid image of the face of naval life as well as the more pitiless face of naval battle. A truly compelling story for historians, students, and general readers. 248 pages, 264 photos. Naval Institute. Pub. at $37.95

2813801 COLD WAR FLEET: Ships of the Royal Navy 1966-91. By Clive & Sue Taylor. Replete with rare and many previously unpublished ship photographs, this volume charts the development of the Royal Navy through the Cold War years. Featuring the full spectrum of naval vessels from aircraft carriers and destroyers to harbor craft and tugs, as well as unusual ships such as the J. Farley, this work is a peerless visual guide of Royal Navy craft. 304 pages. Kagero. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $76.95

287657 THE JAPANESE AIRCRAFT CARRIER AKAGI: Super Drawings in 3D. By Stefan Draminski. Filled cover to cover with color computer-generated 3D illustrations that showcase the components of this Japanese aircraft carrier. Meticulously detailed with fold-out scale drawings offering a more extensive portrait of its design. 82 pages. Kagero. 8x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.95
Wartime Journalism

**3734264** THE SECOND WORLD WAR ILLUSTRATED: The First Year. By Jack Holroyd. The first volume in this series featuring photographs from each year of the Second World War charts the contributory factors that led up to one of the greatest hostilities, 280 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95

**9231878** 95th ANNIVERSARY. By Ugo & Marjorie Mazzuchelli. A rare volume on drawings from that historic day—drawn in pencil and pen, in a gritty, realistic style, the images depict heavily burdened infantrymen trying to stay aloft in the battlefield, exhausted soldiers frantically digging foxholes to dead among the ruins of a bombed-out village. The illustrations are interwoven with Giannini’s letters to his family and girlfriend, portraying the horrors of war. 92 pages. Dover. $8.95

**6952577** REPORTING WORLD WAR II: The 75th Anniversary Edition. Ed. by Samuel Hynes et al. An unprecedented anthology that evokes an extraordinary period in American history, and in American journalism. Drawn from wartime newspapers and magazines, radio transcripts, and books, this stunning collection captures the war's unfolding drama through the work of over eighty writers. Includes a chronology, maps, glossary, and end notes. 682 pages in two volumes. Slipcased. 64 pages of photos. Library of America. Pub. at $80.00

**6834795** GERMAN AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHERS IN THE FIRST WORLD WAR. By Sebastian Remus. 256 pages. Price: $24.95

**6962870** STORM OF EAGLES: The Greatest Aviation Photographs of World War II. By John Dibbs et al. 248 pages. Osprey. 12x9 1/4. Pub. at $35.00


**2865440** HITLER’S FRENCH VICTORIES. By Christophe Leguernardais. 136 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95


**6961002** FROM WAR TO PEACE IN 1945: A GI’s Summer in Germany. By L. Archard. 142 pages, indexed. Pub. at $10/8x10 1/4. Price: $5.95


**6923460** A DOCTOR IN THE GREAT WAR. By Andrew Davidson. 318 pages. Marble Arch. Price: $37.00

**2844739** REPORTING THE SECOND WORLD WAR. By Brian Howell. 223 pages of photos. Pub. at $34.95


**692765** THE GERMAN WEHRMACHT ON ALL FRONTS 1939-1945, VOLUME ONE. By. A. S. Coil. Schiffer. 12x9 1/4. Pub. at $35.95


**6938596** SD.KFZ. 7: Mittlerer Zugkraftwagen 8 Typ ‘SdKfz. 7’. By Darby’s Ranger. 88 pages. STRATUS. 8x11x1/4. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00

**695605X** SD.KFZ. 10: Leichter Zugkraftwagen 1t. By Alan R. Agner. 80 pages. STRATUS. 8x11x1/4. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00

Spies & Espionage

**39531X** TREACHERY: Betrayals, Blunders, and Cover-Ups—How America Lost the Vietnam War. By John Dibbs et al. 248 pages. Osprey. 12x9 1/4. Pub. at $35.00

**2990003** THE SPY WHO WAS LEFT BEHIND. By Michael Pullara. The true story of international intrigue involving the murder of CIA officer Freddie Woodford and the extensive cover-up that followed. This is a double agent, acting to undermine and impeach the U.K. and America. 679 pages. Random. Pub. at $36.00

**6920462** A COVERT AFFAIR: When Julia and Paul Child REPORTING THE SECOND WORLD WAR. By Ronald Weber. Following the extensive cover up that followed. This is the true story of the brave efforts of Jewish attorney Leon Lewis and his spy network and the Jewish spy network that stopped it. The suspenseful story of the little known story of the rise of Nazism in Los Angeles in the 1930s and the world at large, including the world at large, including the world at large. This history of the agency unveils the brave efforts of Jewish attorney Leon Lewis and his spy network in a time when hate groups had moved from the margins to the mainstream and our national security was in jeopardy. Illus. 414 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $9.95


**2962098** COLD WAR COUNTERFEIT SPIES. By Michael Pullara. The true story of international intrigue involving the murder of an American diplomat and one of the CIA mission in reality involved a vast network of spies, undercover agents, and America. 679 pages. Random. Pub. at $36.00

**2916975** THE PINKS: The First Women Detectives, Operatives, and Spies with the Pinkerton National Detective Agency. By Chris Erss. The true stories of Kate Warne—an operative of the Pinkerton Agency and the first woman detective in America—and the other women who served their country as part of the country’s first women’s detective agency, the Pinkerton National Detective Agency. Pub. at $16.95

**373921X** BEST OF ENEMIES: The Last Great Spy Story of the Cold War. By G. Russo & E. Dezenhall. Two espionage agents face off in the history of secret warfare, and the stories behind the scenes” players in solving some of the most celebrated spy stories of the twentieth century. Through their eyes, we see the dynamic and often bitter war between the Russian and American methods of espionage, and the painful birth of the new Russia, whose leader, Putin, dreams of rolling back to the ideals of the old USSR. 16 pages of photos, some color. 342 pages. Twelve. Pub. at $28.00

**7641212** MOSSAD: The Greatest Missions of the Israeli Secret Service. By M. Bar-Zohar & N. Mishal. The Mossad is widely recognized today as the best intelligence service in the world. This history of the agency unveils the most dangerous operations that have shaped Israel and the world, including the capture of Adolf Eichmann, the eradication of Black September, and the elimination of key Iranian nuclear scientists. 16 pages of photos, most color. 386 pages. Oxford University Press. Pub. at $31.95

**6830955** CODE WARRIORS: NSA’s Codebreakers and the Secret Intelligence War Against the Soviet Union. By Stephen Budiansky. In this sweeping, in-depth history of the National Security Agency, Budiansky tells the story of how the NSA came to be, from its roots in WWII through the fall of the Berlin Wall. He also explores the challenges faced by NSA’s cryptographers, who are charged with cracking some of the world’s most complicated codes of the 20th century, 16 pages of photos. Knopf. Pub. at $30.00

**6956520** THE PERFECT KILL: 21 Laws for Assassins. By Robert B. Baer. Over several decades Baer served as an operative, from Iraq to New Delhi and beyond; notably his career was the model for the acclaimed movie Syriana. In this work, Baer takes you on a serpentine adventure through the history of assassination. In this first-hand experience with personal executions, and more. 319 pages. Plume. Pub. at $16.00

**3723327** HITLER IN LOS ANGELES: How Jews Fooled Nazi Plots Against Hollywood and America. By Steven J. Ross. The little known story of the rise of Nazism in Los Angeles in the 1930s and the Jewish spy network that stopped it. The story of the brave efforts of Jewish attorney Leon Lewis and his spy network in a time when hate groups had moved from the margins to the mainstream and our national security was in jeopardy. Illus. 414 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $9.95
British Military History

★ 5907888 RORKE’S DRIFT: A New Perspective, by Neil Thomson. Despite being one of the most remarkable victories in British military history, the Battle of Rorke’s Drift in 1879 is often overlooked in the scramble for colonial control at the focal point of the Anglo-Zulu War. Here it finally gets proper focus in a compelling and fresh account, illustrated with previously unpublished artwork and diagrams. 192 pages. Fonthill. $4.95

★ 369274 TRACING YOUR NAVAL ANCESTORS: A Guide for Family Historians, by Simon Fowler. A concise guide to British naval history and naval records which is essential reading and reference for anyone researching the fascinating story of Britain’s Navy and the men and women who served. A perfect gift for the naval enthusiast through to the 1960s using records at the National Archives and elsewhere. Illus. 186 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. $24.95 17.95

★ 278374 GALLANTRY AND DISCIPLINE: The Military in War with Wellington, by Andrew Bamford. Presents the history of one of the most distinguished British cavalry regiments in the Napoleonic Wars. Praised for its gallantry and discipline the Duke of Wellington commanded throughout Wellington’s campaigns in the Peninsula, and later at Waterloo where they suffered heavy casualties. 16 pages of illus. 306 pages. Frontline. $39.95 7.95

★ 6939289 ABLE SEAMEN: The Lower Deck of the Royal Navy, 1815-1951: A History of the Senior Service始于第一次世界大战的结束, the history of the Royal Navy and its influence on society and culture evolving from the Napoleonic Wars to today. The book examines the changing social structure of the Navy, and the great demands made on the Senior Service throughout the British Empire. 24 pages of photos, some in color, 352 pages. Naval Institute. $41.95

★ 296774 POSTCARDS OF THE ARMY SEVENTH 1809-1815: Coming of Age, by Michael Young. Pioneers the early history of the Army Service Corps of the British Army by means of a unique collection of some 540 images, mainly contemporary, postcard views of the Army Service Corps represent life in the ASC at a crucial period of its history, and show the personal side of soldiers as opposed to the more formal official perspective. 8½ x 11¾. Paperbound. $22.95 9.95

★ 3695913 THE HUNT FOR MORO’S GOLD, by John Geenan with A.R. Perez. In sub-zero temperatures in 1809 the troops of Sir John Moore were driven on through the snow-clad Galician mountains at a punishing pace by Napoleon’s troops, in an effort to cut the British off from any sea route. As the army’s military chest was dispatched to prevent the enemy from getting it. What happened to the chest is the subject of this fascinating history. 16 pages of color photos. 306 pages. Frontline. $49.95

★ 2863316 THE ANGLO-BOER WAR IN 100 OBJECTS, by War Museum of the Boer Republic. This stunning volume brings to life the victories, the tragedies and the human drama of the Anglo-Boer War through 100 iconic artifacts. This tome follows the course of the war and highlights major figures on both sides. Specific themes such as British and Boer weaponry, medical services and POW camps help tell the story of this dramatic conflict. Well illus., many in color. 264 pages. Frontline. $42.95 32.95

★ 3720994 WELLINGTON’S HISTORY OF THE PENINSULAR WAR: Battling Napoleon in Iberia 1809-1814, by Stuart Reid. This is the story of the Peninsular War, the longest and most complex campaign of the Napoleonic Wars. The author has re-read the army histories and knew and understood the conflict in Iberia better than any other. These memoranda and dispatches offer a uniquely accessible perspective on the conflict in the words of Britain’s greatest general. 301 pages. Paperbound. $29.95

★ 3728919 MARLBOROUGH’S OTHER ARMY, 2ND EDITION: The British Army and the Campaigns of the First Peninsula War, 1702-1712, by Nicholas Dent. Drawing on a wealth of previously unpublished archive material, the author goes beyond the well-trodden ground of 1706-07 and offers a detailed look at the army that fought the Spanish and Portuguese campaigns of Marlborough’s war, but also offers an insight into the course of the war and the minds of the war leaders. It aims to provide more detail and understanding of a relatively little known part of a war that helped to shape and strengthen Britain’s position in Europe. Well illus., some in color. 190 pages. Pen & Company. Paperbound. $35.00 26.95

★ 2907941 U.S. MILITARY WAR DOGS IN WORLD WAR II, VOLUME 1, by Robert Rosenkrans. This guide is the first to aid collectors and historians in identifying U.S. Military World War II War Dog equipment. The many WWII-era photos of war dogs and handlers will give the reader valuable information on how the equipment was actually used. Most of the equipment shown in this book is very scarce and is pictured in full view and detail. 143 pages. Schiffer. $29.95 42.95


★ 6876218 UNITED STATES COMBAT AIRCREW SURVIVAL EQUIPMENT, by Michael S. Breuninger. Fully illus. 201 pages. Schiffer. $25.95

★ 6875703 JAPANESE MILITARY Sake CUPS, 1894-1945, by Robert Schiller. Fully illus., in color. 144 pages. Schiffer. $15.95

★ 678979 SCHIRMUTZEN: Imperial German Cavalry Field Service Caps, by Robert Schiller. Fully illus., in color. 159 pages. Schiffer. $39.95 PRICE TO CUT to $7.95

★ 6789910 REGIONAL STEINS OF THE KAISER’S CAVALRY, by Paul Sanders. Fully illus., in color. 248 pages. Schiffer. $65.99 PRICE TO CUT to $11.95

Air Power Modelling

★ 2972905 AIR POWER MODELLING, VOL. 1, by Christos Papathanasiou et al. Our fascination with aviation is a passion shared by aviation enthusiasts all over the world. Aachen, Glucksburg, and Swordfish Mki. Messerschmitt Bf 110E; Mitsubishi A6M2 Zero; Hawker Hurricane in Greek hands; making canopies, and more. The second part describes building methods and how to apply these to both static and radio-controlled working models. Fully illus. in color. 110 pages. Seaford. Paperbound. $42.95 35.94
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Hannibal in the Context of the Society and Politics of 5th Century BC Carthage, illuminating one of the most fascinating military leaders of all time. Illus. 332 pages. Yale. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00
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